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FOREWORD

Results of spawn prospecting investigotions, carried out during
the south-west monsoon months of 1967 by the Riverine Division of the
Institute in the states of Andhra Pradosh, Madras, 8iha~, uttar
Pradesh and Rajasthan, are presented in this report. The concerned
State Governments actively collaborated i~ these investigations.

The investigations Were carried out by a team of workers under
the supervision and guidance of Shri H.P.C. Shetty, the Officer-in
Charge of Allahabad Substation of the Institute. He was ably assisted
by Sarvashri J.e. Malhotra and K.K. Ghosh in tho initial planning of
the investigations. The r_port has been edited and brought to its
present consolidated form by Shri H.P.C. Shetty, who was in overall
charge of the investigations, while tho initinl sectional reports were
prepared by the various Central tBams which worked in the field and
analysed the data. Shri K.X. Ghosh assisted the Officer-in-Charge in
editing the report. The state technical personnel participated only in
field work, while the analyses of data and the preparation of reports
thereon Were done entirely by the Contral technical personnel.

Shri R.K. SaXena, S~rvoy Assistant, is mainly responsible for the
final preparation of all th8 dr8wings included in this report and
assisted the Officer.-in-Charge in the compilation of the data. Shri
J. K. Verma, Research Assistant (Statistics), assisted the Officer-in
Charge in the preparation of w8ekly progress reports during the courSe
of the investigations.

It is 8 pleasure to record here and acknowledge the whole-hearted
co-operation received frol~all the concerned State Directors of
fi~heries, who provided the much needed facilities in regard to staff,
field equipment and contingent expenditures.

Central Inland fisheries
Research Institute

Barrackpore, West 8engal.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The pioneering investigations, initiated in 1964 by the
Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute, towards locating

additional high yielding quality fish spawn collection centres.,

ha~e yielded rewarding results, which should go a long way in

a~hieving r~gional self-sufficiency in fish seed requirementsnf

the country. The utter inadequacy of the present level of fish

seed production in the country calls for continued efforts in this
direction, so that all the cultivable waters could be brought under

fish culture, whereby the country's fish production could be appre

ciably enhanced. With that in view, these investigations wore again

carried out in 1967 in the states o~ Andhra Pradesh, Madras, Bihar,

Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan and the results obtained therefrom are

embodied in this report, The findings of the earlier years, 1964-66,
have already been published as departmental bulletins (Anon, 1965;
Malhotra gi al., 1966. Shetty, 1967).

The investigations Were carried out at six centres spre~d over

five states, as per details given in Table 1.·

Table 1 : Details of location of investigated centres

Sl.No. IName of state IName of riverI· Nameof investigated
centres

1

uttar Pradesh YamunaNethla

2

-do- GomtiSalempur

3

Rajasthan BanasSopar!

4

Bihar r'1ahanandaDingrahaghat

5

Andhra Pradesh God8 variDharmapuri

6

Madras CauveryKulittalai

Of the ab~ve, the iast five were spon~ored by th~ respective

State Governments, while the first WaS sponsored by this Institute,

in continuation of the systematic spawn survey of the Yamuna initiated

in 1964. The pattern of collaboration was as in the previous years.

The investigations Were also utilised for training local fishermen and
state Government personnel in techniques of riverine spawn collection.
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2 PRE-MONSOON SURVEY AND SELECTION OF SITES

A pre-monsoon survey of the rival' stretches suggested by the
concerned State Governments, on the basis of their developmental

needs, was carried out during April-May, 1967, for selecting suitable

stretches for p~ospecting and sites for detailed investigations.

Furtherj the stretch of Yamuna above B3ghp~t was alsci surveyed, as

part of the systematic spawn resourCes survey of the Yamuna. The main
criteria in the selection of sites were the seme as in the previous

years.

Details of stretches surveyed and the probable sites examined

are shown in Table 2, while the idontity and approach details of all

the sites selected for detailed investigations are depicted in Table
3. The geographical locations of selected river stretches and sites

are shown in Fig.1.

3 MATERIAL AND METHODS

The 1/8" meshed fUdnapore-type net, which has been provi

sionally adopted as the 'Standard net' (Anon, 1965), Was the sole

gear employed in the main investigations aimed at ascertaining the

spawn yielding potentiality of the selected centres. Other gear
em~16yed included the nets provided by some of the States and a feW
specially fabricated research nets, most of which were tested for

their efficiencies .::!..is-§..-vi~the standard net.

At Salempur on the Gomti, the uttar Pradesh Government provided

state nets of four different sizes, the main dimensions of which are
given in Table 4.

Table 4 g §tructur~l._d8tails of uttar Pradesh State

.r:lets1 operated at Salempur

:)

Dimensions in cm

Length of net

Width at mouth

Height at mouth

Ring diameter

J----A-" "-~i~"-L~{E•--:-r
201

309509296

281

275290259

62

406446

25

262424.5

--------------------.---------------.-----------------
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Table 2

stretches and sites surveyed in the pre-monsoon survey and selected
for prospecting investigations

S T R E T l;:H

From.-r- To ILength
in km

- - - - - - - - - - .. --
8

To IOis- Main site

tance

selected

in km

for investi-

gations10- - I-11- I--1"2" - -

--- ---.-. -----
Stretch selected for

From

9

accep-

E

Justification for

tance/rejection

7

E D ---
SIT

Suit-=--r-ability I
( S/US)*

y

6

Bank

R VuS

N a m e

:3 I 42

Ri v er

1

2. Kathwara North

4. Salempur South

3. Bhainsa-South

ghat

Bhainsa
Kund

Salempur75Gosain

ka-purwa
Good collection site, but
poor accessibility.

Good collection site,
good accessibility.

Good collection site of

good accessibility, but
a paper mill discharges
its effluents within

100 m upstream.

Good collection site,
good accessibility.
State Govt. proposes to take
up spawn prospecting investi
gations at the site.

Good collection site,
good approach.

Good approach and good
collection site, being
exploited by the state Govt.

No suitable site, accessi
bility good.
Good collection site and

good approach.

S

S

s

s

s

US

uS

us

North

South

South

North

South5. Gosain-

ka-purwa6.

Naipura .•..
ghat

7.

Kasba

8.

Bhauin

1. Lasa264BhauinLasaGomti
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Table 2 (Contd.)

1

234 567 B 91011 12----""
Yamuna

ShahNethla1201 •Shah EastUSNo suitablesite, BaghpatMawi65Nethla

(Lbank)

Alipur Alipuraccessibility poor.

2.

Kunda EastUSSteepbank,accessibility

poor.3. Manglaura

EastUS -do-

4.

Mawi EastUSNo suitablesite,accessi-

bility good.5.

Tanda EastUS -do-

6.

Kutana EastUSSteep bank,accessi-

bili ty good.7.

Nethla EastSGood collection site,

accessibility

good.

Yamuna

ModipurBagh-1281. ModipurWestSFair accessibility,goed

(W.bank)

patghat collection grounds.

2.

Kanjpura WestUSPoor accessibility,110

collection site.
3.

Nagla WestUS -do-

4.

SanaLlliWestUSPooraccessibility,fair

collection site.
5.

Khagipur WestUSPoor accessibility,no
collection site.

6.

Guaisspur West US-do-

7.

Basadi WestUS -da-

B.

Baghpat-WestUS -do-

ghat
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8 anas Negria S3wai

~ladhopur

240 1. Negri a

2. Rajrnahal

3. Bisalpur

f~orth

South

North

s

us

us

Good collection ground,

accessibility good.

Precipitous bank, accessi

bility to site on opposite
bonk difficult.

Good collection ground,

accessibility during monsoon
difficult.

I~egria Dubbi 185 Tonk

(Sopari)

4. Tonk North

(Sopari) 5.

Dubbi South

(Sawai r'ladhopur)6.

r~ear North

r3hadoli & Dahlod Villages(Sawsi Madhopur)
'7.

Gehlotghat South S Good collection ground, good

acc8ssibili ty.

US Precipitous bank, opposite
bank suitable.

S Good collection ground, good

Qcc88sibili ty.

S \ Good collection ground,

good accessibility.
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Table 2 (Contd.)----1---_.- ·---2---------3

4
-

5 7.~----~-------
-I U 12-6 911-~----------~-- -._-------- ----~_._._------- - - -- ---- .--------------- ..------

C hambal

SawaiDholpur2301 •Pali (Sawai WestSGood collection ground,

Madhopur
r1adhopur)goodaccessibility.

2.

Dholpur WestUSPrecipitoLisbank.

Cauvery

MayanurLowGr185LSouthern SouthSGood collection gruund,Erod eGra nd145Kulittalai
bed

regu13- Anicut bank of thegood accessibility.BridgeAnicut
tor

riverfrom

Kulitt8lai toTrichy (33
km)

Godavari

Dh2I'mapuriMahadev-901 •Dharrnapuri SouthSGoodcollection grou~d,Dharam-i'lahadev- 90Dhararnpuri
pur

good accessibility.puripur

2.
Off MarlthaniSouthUSGoodcollection ground,

accessibility roar.3.

Kaleshwar . SouthUSGoodcollection site,
accessibility

poor.

4.
Mahadevpur SouthSGood collection site,

accessibility

good.

Mahan8nda

~\roundrOAd 121 •Dingraha- WestSGoodcollection ground,Aroundroad 12Dingrahn-
bridge on

ghatgoodaccessibility. bridgeon ghat
National

N.H.31
Highway 31

* S Suitable

US - Unsuitablo
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T3ble 3..__ ._-~--..-

The identity 2nd appro3ch details of the main sites selected for----~..,,~---~.~------_._----------_.-----_.._._----
investigations, along with the are8 available at each site for-,--...----- .,.~'.'----- .~-_._-_._-------_._._-
1l8t~tiof2.

±"aha~~-.-- __ . __

1 • Stretch (fromto)~1awi to fUrpurBhainsakund t.ofJegria toEroda bridge toDharmapuI'i toAroundroadbridge

Gosain-kn-purw3

DubbiG1'3ndPinicutf':ahad8vpuron fJdi.31

2.

SelectedsiteNethla SalempurSopariKulittalaiDharmapuriDingrahaghat

3.

Bank Ei3stSouthNorthSouthSouthWest

4.

T3hsil/T8lu k/ Baghpatf"loha nlalgan jTonkKulittalsiJagtialBnisi

Su b-Di vi :3ion
5.

PolicestGtionBaghp,atGosainganjTonkI<ulittalaiDharmapuriBaisi

6.

District MeerutLucknowTonkTri chyKarimnagarPurne8

7.

state Ut tar Prad\3shutt;:n PradeshRajasthanMadrasAndhro PradeshBiha I'

8.

Block Baghpa tGosainganjTonkl<ulitt'alaiJagtialBaisi

9.

Distance to 8 •.01,0.09.02.027.06.0

Bloc k he8d- quarters

• IJ.n Km
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10. Nearest Post Office 8aghpat

11. Oistnnce to (10) 8.0
in km

12. ~ear8st Telegraph
o ffic e

13.

Distance to (12)
in km

14.

Nearest Telephone

facility
15.

Distance to (14)
in km

16. Nearest all weather
road at17.

Distance to (16)
in km18.

PJearest Rly.
Station

19.

Distance to (18)

in km

l:13ghpat

8.0

8aghpat

8.0

Kuti

3.0

E3aghpat R03d

13.0

r ..
>.:>3ng8ganJ

1 .0

Rahmatnagar

3.0

Rahmatnagsl'

3.0

Salempul'

1 .0

Rahmatnsgal'

3.0

TOllk Kulittalai

9.0

2.0

Tonk

Kulittalai

9.0

2.0

Tonk

Kuli ttalai

9.D

2.0

Sopari

Kuli U~alai

X

0.3

[\Jewai

Kuli tb21ai

32.0

2.0 Dharmapuri

1 .0

Jagtial

27. []

Jagtial

27 .0

Dharmapul'i

x

r~anc hel' i 81

40.0

Baisi

6.0

Baisi

6.0

Purnes

36.0

x

purnea

36.0
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Tdble 3 (Contd.)-
4 5 6 7

20.
Number of nets At2.0 m 100 nets At 1.8 m 100 netsAt 1~5 m 100 nets25-30 at all100 netsAt1.0 m 25 nots

that can be

At3.0 m 100 nets At 3.0 m50 netsAt 3.0 m50 netsflood level0.t allAt2.0 m 25 nets

opcratod at
At6.0 m50 netsAt 6.0 111 Unsuitable

levsl

At:::>2.0 m 1-3 nets
different

flood
At:::>6.0 m Unsuitablelevels

....-.--------.-----------------------------------.------------
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All the four types Were made of cotton netting of VBll mesh-size.
The tail pieces used were similar in construction and dimensions to
those used with the standard net.

The state nets supplied by the Madras Government at Kulittalai,

though only of on~ type, did not show uniformity in their dimensions.

The structural details of three randomly chosen nets are shown in
Table 5.

Table 5 structural details of Madras state nets,

operated at Kulittalai.

structural details
IrJ E T S- I IIIII

Length of net in em

335328312

Width at mouth in cm

320327310

Height

at mouth in cm 655556

Ring diameter in cm

202020

Ring material

CaneCaneCane

No.

of mesh ~er linear 9,109,1010,10
inch,

at 3 random spots & 'i (]& 10& 10

Leng th of

gai1lchain em 91145120

Height

of gamcha in em 626255

Width of gamcha at
rear and in em

424550

Matari2: of gamcha

MarkinMarkinMarkin

cloth

clothcloth

The tail, piece, made Df markin cloth, was found to adversely
affect the catchability of the Madras State net, in that its meshes

got clo§ged very early in operation, thereby reducing the filtra

tion rate of water and often leading to the vomiting of spawn. The

catches improved considerably when this gamcha WaS replaced by that
of the standard net. The ~ing made of cane was another defect. It

tended to lose its shape while in operation, thereby altering th~

stream-lined shape of the net, often leading to its collapse in the
middle.
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The nets provided by the Andhra Pradesh Government at Dharmapu~i
could not be tested because of the non-availability of spawn. However,

the obvious constructional defects were pointed out and necessary

improvements suggested.

The nets supplied Were of two different sizes, the dimensions
of which are shown in Table 6.

Table 6 g ~~ru~tural detuils of Andhra state nets,

operat~~ at Dharmapuri

Structural detailsl
___ ~~U_TYPEI II

Length of ne~ in cm

Width at mouth in cm

Height at mouth in cm

Ring diameter in cm

Ring material

Type of gamcha

400

325

Nil

24

Cane

Triangular or
Monk's hood

type

450

370

Nil

21

Cane

Triangular or
~lonk's hood

type

In addition to the above, some specially designed Midnapore

type research nets o·f different sizes were tested at Salempur (Gomti),
Sopari (Banas) and Kulittalai (Cauvery) for determining the effect of

net size on its efficiency. These nets were essentially of the same

design as the standard net, and differed fr6m it in size only, in that

they were made from different lengths of 82 cm Midnapore-type cotton

netting. While those operated at Sopori and Kulittalai Were among

thos e made from 5, 7, 9 and 11 yds of netting, thos e employed at

Salempur Were made from 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 m of netting.
White the first set of nets had been tested earlier during the 1966
season, the second set was fabricated and tested for the first time in

1967. The various dimensions of the above nets are given in Table 7.

In order to test the relative efficiencies of 1/8" and 1/16" mesh
sizes, a Midnapore-type net of exactly the same dimensions as that of

the standard net, but made from 1/16" meshed netting (Anon, 1965), WaS
operated alongside the standard net at Kulittelai. To test the Same

under identical conditions, trouser-type nets (Malhotra et al., 1966)
Were employed at Kulittalai and Sopar! •. --
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Table 7

Dimensions of Midnapore-type research nots

Dimensions in em t_-2 .ids

QU~NTI TV
7 yds u9-.ids 11 .ids

OF

6m 8m

NETTING
10m 12m 14m 16m

USED

18m

Length of net

Width 2t mouth

Height at mouth

Ring diameter

210

135

20

24

212

157-

27

24

225

167

27

25

275

212

32

25

185

245

43

15

204

245

42

17

319

245

43

17

337

301

48

17

383

320

42

18

310

390

40

17

332

313

52

19
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The extent of spawn escapement from the net~ing used in

standard net Was tested during this season at Sopari on the Banas,

by employing the specially fabricated double-walled blanket-type
net (Shetty, 1967).

3.2 Techniques for collection and analysis of

spawn, and for determination of hydrographical

and meteorological factors

The techniques employed for the collection, measurement

and qualitative analyses of spawn and for the determination of

selected hydrographical and meteorological factors were the same as

those adopted since 1965 (Malhotra £l al., 1966; Shetty, 1967).

The frequency of observations, was, likewise, the same.

4 DEFINITIONS

The definitions adopted for the investigations were the same

as given by Shetty (1957).

5 OBSERVATIONS

5.1 Quantitative and qualitative spawn yielding

potentiali ty o_~sel~cted stretches, and spawn
availability in relation to environmental

_f_a_c_t_o_r_s~a_t__ ~nv8stigat8d._s_l_·t__e_s

5.1.1 Ganga River System

Nethla stretch of river Yamuna

Participants

Govt. of uttar

Pradesh

( C.LF.r'LL)LGovt. of Indi~j7

....

D~V. Pahwa (Leader), from 16th July to end

K.P. Srivastava (Leader)~ upto 15th July
A.G. Godbols

J.P. Sharma
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The sYffitematic survey of the Yamuna, initiated in 1964, was

continued in 1967, when the left over 115 km long productive

stretch of the river in its uppermost reaches, from Mawi in the

north to Mirpur in the south along the eastern bank of the river
in uttar Pradesh, was surveyed (Fig.2). The investigations Were

carried out from 27th June to 21st August at Nethla, a village on
the eastern bank in Meerut district. It is connected with the

Delhi-Saharanpur Road by a tortuous non-metalled 5 km long road.
The river in this stretch flows almost in a north-south direction.

Just a little upstream of the site, the river has three branches

that join to form one stream at the site. While the eastern bank

at Nethla is comparatively steep, the western bank is more sloping.
Four null as join the river near abo~t the site, two from western

bank joining a little upstream of the site and two on the eastern

bank, one upstream and the other a little south of the former. The

bank contour, location of s{te, operational areas in different

spawn spurts, etc. are depicted in Fig.3.

Occurrence of spawn spurts--_ .•..-

The occurrence of floods in this stretch is largely determined

by the Tajewala headworks situated about 150 km upstream of the site.
rt eXercises considerable control OVer the catchment run off. The

flood pattern, therefore, was difficult to discern, being interposed

with numerous ~ising and receding phases. A total of four floods

could be discerned, which individually had, perforce,,~ main and
some secondary peaks •.

Of these floods, the first three floods yielded spawn in nine

spurts, all in the month of July~ "With the appearance of spurts,
trial nets Were simultaneously operated at all suitable spots in

the vicinity of the site (A, B, C & D in Fig.3), for determining

the field of maximum spawn availability, and the battery of five

nets were operated at the spot found to yield the maximum spawn.

Since some spurts Came in quick succession, no fresh attempt at
locating maximum concentration spot was made. Spots A, 8 and C

we!e Found to be the best spots during spawn spurts 1, 3 and 8, and
9 respectively.

Details of occurrence; duration) desirability-and magnitude

of the v9rious spurts of spawn are shown in Table 8. In the entire

season, a total of 32,333 ml (c.161 .67 lakhs*) of spawn WaS collec

ted in 178 hours. Of these, 23,591 ml of spawn, collected in 100

hours of receding phases of diffBrent floods, were desirable.

* 1 ml of spawn contained on an average 500 hatchlings.

)
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Flood I yielded 80.4J~ of the total spawn collected at the

site, the desirable component of which accounted for 92.2% of the

total desirable spawn catch and 67.3% of the total seasonal catch

made at the site. The II and III floods yielded respectively
14.8% and 4.8% of the total seasonal yield. While the II flood

Spawn Was almost Ltlholly(93.5%) made up of und esirable varieties,
the III flood spawn was almost wholly desirable.

Spurt 1 of the season, that came in 52 hours of availability

in the receding phase of the first flood Was most productive, in

that it yieldsd 62.6% and 85.9% of total spawn'yield and the total

desirable spawn yield at the site respectively. Spurts 2 to 9

lasted for 6, 34, 10, 10, 4, 34, 10 and 28 hours respectively~ of

which only the last 8 ho~rs of spurt 3 and spurt 5 were encountered

in the rising phases of floods and which comprised only undesirable

spawn. Ail the spurts, except 4, 5, 6 and 8, yielded both desirable

and unde~irable spawn. While spurts 4, 5 and 8 yielded only

undesirable spawn, the short-lived spurt 6 yielded only desirable
spawn. No definite pattern in the availability of desirable and

undesirable spawn within a spurt Was discernible in the caSe of
mixed spurts.

The catch par net-hour was very high in spurt 1, when the

desirable spawn came at the average rote of 140.8 ml per net per

hour for 44 hours, though the maximum catch per net-hour was found

in two hours of desirable Spawn availability in the second spurt3

when it WaS 149.0 mI. The undesirable spawn of spurt 1 had also a

high rate of yields being 113.8 ml per net per hour. The only other
high rate was in the first 1S hours of availability of spurt 3,

when onl~ undesirable spawn Were co~lected at a rate of 59 ml per

net-hour. All othei spurts yielded spawn at comparatively low

rates, ranging between 1.0 and 12.7 ml per net-hour.

?uality of spawn cdllected

Spurt-wise quality of spawn, as revealed by microscopical

analyses of spawn and nursery rearing, is shown in Table 9. The

overall component of major carps in the desirable spawn catches of
the season was found to be 21.8%. While the major carp content was

maximum (36.8%) amongst the desirable components of the 3rd spurt,

the next high major carp content of 25.0% was in the 1st spurt.

However, it is to be pointed out that the third spurt's desirable

component yielded only 1~8 ml of spawn, as against 20,272 ml in the
first spurt.
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Tclble 8------

Flood-phase-wise occurrence, duration, desirability and magnitude of

-;P~-wn-'-;'pu7t;-a-C-r~et h 1 Q 0n R. Yam-~n~--in ' 19 67 ,-

Spawn catch
, In lakhs ' Rer net-hour

, in ml

Spurt details
j\jos.-of'
nets 'In ml

No. & 'Commence-' Dura-

desir- 'ment 'tion in

ability' D~te ' hrs.
(D/UD)* ' Hrs.

Peak

-'-Flood

, level

Flood details

'----Commence- 'Duration'

, ment date 'in hrs. '-D~t8
, 'lli-S-:-

PhaseFlood:
No.

, in

, .' -----------'~~~~----------------------------------------
... T ~~,=~:=:=~~::=~=~ == __ : ~ __ : __ 5__ :__ 6_ J__2. __ : 8__ 1. __ 9__ 1. 1.Q __ : __ 12. __ : __ 11. __ ..:. 13 _

I Rising

Receding

Rising

Receding

28.6.67

3.7.67

5.7.67

6.7.67

120 3.7.671.75

10
50

1D

1 UD16

6.l.!672.07

5
8

2 UD

2

0

3.7.67
10

5.7.67

6

6.7.67
8

6.7.67
12

44

8

4

2

2-5

4-5

1-5

5

20,272

4,095

150

1 ,490

101 .36

20.48

0.75

7.45

140.8

113.8

12.5

149.0

II Rising 6.7.67 20 7.7.67
10

3.10

Receding

Rising

Receding

7.7.67

10.7.67

11.7.67

68

24

20

3 UD 8.7.67181-53,70418.5255.9
4

3

D· 9.7.57 85 1380.693.42"2-
3 UD

10.7.6785 2001.005.0
6

4 UD

11.7.67101-5 2201 .105.2
8
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Table 8 (Contd.)

1 __ 2 l ~ ~ _ 2. 78 9 10 11 12 13-- --------~-----------------------------------

Rising 11.7.67 20 12.7.67 2.47 5 UD 12.7.67 10 1-5 35 0.17 1.0
22 8

Receding 12.7.67 164 6 0 13.7.67 4 1-5 57 0.29 4.8
6

7 0 13.7.67 4 1-5 29 0.14 1 .4
4

7 UD 14.7.67 6 5 286 1.43 9.5
6

7 0 14.7.67 14 5 85 0.43 1.2
- 14

III Rising 17.7.67 112 22.7.67 2.10
18

Receding 22.7.67 28 8 UO 23.7.67 10 1-3 42 0.21 1.9
----r4

Rising 23.7.67 24 24.7.67 3.04
2

Receding 25.7.67 38 9 UD 25.7.67 4 2 10 0.05· 1.3
16 _

9 0 25.7.67 24 5 1,520 7.60 12.7
20

IV Vacillation phase, followed by fourth
flood that touched a peak level of

·3.88 m on 18.8.1967 at 22 hrs.
TOTAL :

_ ...,-----~_._._,~._.._~~._----------------------------
.JL 100 23,591 117.96
UD 7&1 _. 8,742 43.71,

*0 -- Desirable

UO -- Undesirable
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Rearings could not be done separately for each spurt for

want of nurseries. The only nursery available was stocked with

samples from all the spurts. The reared samples from the same

showed 7.0% major carps, 86.4% minor carps and 6.6% others.
The major carps were rohu (2.7%) and kalbasu (4.3%). The spawn

of first spurt's desirable component Was reared separately in a

village pond, which had not been prepared at all for the

purpose. The reared samples on examination showed a major carp

content of 7.9%, consisting entirely of kalbasu.

The seasonal indices of spawn quantity and quality for this

centre Were estimated to be 6,006 ml and 7.0% respectively.

Spawn availability at pr~spected sites

In addition to the investigations at Nethla, prospecting for

spawn by operation of a trial net over six hours' duration Was
also done a~ Jagaus, Kutana, Baghpat, Katha and Mirpur. Of these,

Jagaus, Kutana and Baghpat were found to be suitable for net opera

tion throughout the season, while the others appeared to be suit

able only at certain flood levels. In regard to quantitative

potentiality, Baghpat seemed to be about as good as Nethla. Next in

order came Kutana and Katha. Three other sites at Mawi, Isapur and
Tanda Were found to be unsuitable.

Spawn availability in relation to hydrographical

and biotic factors.

Flood level

At Nethla, which was found to be a good site for spawn

collection, flood levels playa very important role in that the

fields of operation are either located in the main bed (See Fig.3)

or across sand bars, which become unsuitable at higher flood levels.

It was observed that the site became unsuitable for net operation as

soon as the flood level rOSe beyond 2.10 m above summer 16vel. Even

when it was possible to operate one or two nets, they neVer yielded
spawn.

The rate of change of flood level was also Seen to have a

direct bearing on the magnitude of spawn occurronce. Stationary

flood levels were certainly not conducive to good availability,

while changes at the rate of about 1 cm per hour Were found to be
most conducive.
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Table 9

Spurt-wise quality of spawn collected at Nethla on R. Yamuna, in 1967

Spurt D/UD' Percentage composition .:
No. 1- f By spawn analysis ' By rearing ~ :

f'lajor ' Minor 1 Other' s I. Major carps -- : Minor: Others
., 1 'c tl 1 R 'M· 1 i lb 1 T T 1 ,carps ca rps a a, ohu I rlga 1 Ka asu 1 0 AL, carps 1

.-'- - -- - -,- -- - - - - ..L - - - _, , , 1 ..L ..L ..L , _

i> 1 D 25.0 74.4 0.6 *0.0 0.0 0.0 7.9 7.9. 88.2 3.9

UD 5.2 94.3 0.5

2 UD 0.0 100.0 0.0

D 17.0 83.0 0.0

3 UD 0.0 100.0 0.0

o 36.8 63.2 0.0

UD 0.00 93.0 7.0

4 UD 0.2 98.0 1.8

5 UD 0.0 100.0 0.0 + 0.0 2.7 0.0 4.3 7.0 86.4 6.6

6 0 10.0 87.0 3.0

7 0 11.5 88.5 0.0

UD 6.3 93.7 0.0

o 22.3 77.7 0.0

8 UD 0.0 100.0 0.0

9 UD 4.0 95.0 1.0

o 14.3 84.3 1.4
-------------------------------------------------------------

o - Desirable * Based on rearing of spawn of spurt 1.
UD - Undesirable + Based on combined rearing of spawn of spurts 1_9.
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Turbidi.!.r.

Turbidity ~angeu between 100 ppm and 750 ppm throughout the
season, while during spawn spurts i~ ranqed between 300 ppm and

750 ppm. No correlation could be determined between turbidity

values and spawn catch or availability at this site.

Current velocity--,---
No correlation becween availability of spawn or its quantity

and current velocity could be found, but for the fact that spawn

evailabiJ.ity Was al~ays associated with velbcities higher than or

acout 1 km/hr. Its valuQ- ranged between 0.74 and 2.20 km/hr in the

entire S8aso~, w~lle spaw~ availability periods had velocities in

the range 0.90-1.70 km/hr.

Assooiates

No indicator spRcies for predicting spawn availability in quality
or quantity could be fou~d. They W3re more abundant in the early part

of the S8aSO~ only. h. ~at~ Uas the most dominant species.

Weather ccnci~ic~s

Extreme Weather cGnditions were not observed at the site, and

no direct or indirQct bearing of the same on spawn availability was

noticed, eXcept th2t stor:~y condit~ons adversely affected the operation
of nets.

5.,.1.2 Salempur stretch of River Gomti.

PartiO\ipents

Shri H.A.K:lall(Leader)

\
if

r~.Y.Kamal

11

;,J.K. Tandon \

\
II

D. N. ~lodi
C.l.F.R.I.

Govt. of India

Govt. of uttar

Pradesh

lhe Salampur stretch Qf river ~omti extended from Bhainsakund

in the west ~o Gosain-ka-purwa in the east, a distance of about 75 km

(Fig.4). The vil:age Sa18mpur~ which WaS selected for detailed
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round-the clock investigations, is situated on the southern bank of

the Gomti in Mohanlalganj tehsil of Lucknow district in uttar Pradesh.

The collection site is located about 1.5 km off the main village on the

northern bank of the Gomti, opposite to Salempur Fort (Fig.5). The

~egular observations were conducted from July 4th to August 31st, 1967.

The centres selected for occasional prospecting were Bhainsakund,
Sondhiamaoghat and Gosain-ka-purwa.

The river in this region shows serpentine me8ndering and takes

an easterly courSe at Salempur. A seasonal nulla, called Loni Kadi,

joins the river at its southern bank near the village Salempur. The
southern bank of the Gomti is very steep and precipitous, while the

opposite bank is gently sloping. The river course, general terrain,

topography, etc. at the collection site are depicted in Fig.5.

Occurrence of spawn spurts

Although the river Gomti experienced four floods at the site,

only floods II and III yielded spawn in two spurts. With the appea

rance of each spawn spurt, trial nets Were simultaneously -operated

at 4 suitable spots (Fig.5) and the spot of maximum spawn availability

Was chosen for the operation of full battery of nets. Spot A was found

to be the most suitable spot dlJring both the spurts.

Details of occurrence, duration, desirability and magnitude of

ths two spawn spurts are shown in Table 10. A total of 7,083 ml

(£.49.58 lakhs*) of spawn Was collected in the whole season by 5 stan

dard nets. During the first spurt, 290 ml of spawn Were collected in

12 hours' time in the rising phase of flood II, and another 4,395 ml

in 88 hours of its receding phase. Of these 100 hours, 98 hours

yielded desirable spawn, amounting to 4,535 ml, w~ile the remaining

2 hours yielded 150 ml of undesirable spawn. The spurt contributed

to 66,1% of the total apawn catch made at the site, while its

desirable component accounted for 96.8% of its total catch and 66.2%

of the total desirable spawn catch made during the entire season. The

receding phase of flood III yielded the 2nd Spawn spurt lasting for 74
hours, of which 70 hours yielded 2,313 ml of desirable spawn and the

remaining four hours yielded 85 ml of undesirable spawn, giving in all
2,398 ml of Spawn in this spurt. This accounted for 33.9% of the

season's total spawn yield. The desirable spawn collected during this

spurt made up 33.8% of the total desirable spawn collected in the

entire Season. Spurt 1 WaS the more productive of the two, in that

its catch per net-hour amounted to 9.37 ml, as against 6.6 ml of spurt

2. 8esid~s the catches made by standard nets as analysed above,

2,616 ml and 2,378 ml of spawn respectively were also collected by
State and specially f~bricated research nets in the course of the
investigations.

*1 ml = 700 nos.
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Table 10

Flood-phase-wise occurrence. duration. desirability and maqnitude of
~pawn spurts at Salempur on R. Gomti in 1967.

details
. Total catch

, in ml

Flood---
PhaseFlood No.'

details 'Spawn spurt
Commencement 'Dura- ' Peak ' Spurt' Commencement' Duration 'Spawn
Date' Hour 'tion in' Date' Hour' Flood' No. 'Date I Hour 'in hrs~ 'desir-

'days' , , level' , , , 'ability
, , , 'in' , , , '(D/UD)*

, , , , , , metres ' , , ,
- -1- - -,- - - 2' - - -,- -3- - I" - 4 - -1- -5- -,- -6- -,- -7- -,- -8- T - '9 -,- -fIT -,- -1"r - T -12 - - T - T3- - T - -14 - - -
_______ , 1 ~ _ ..l. ' ' ' ' .J.. 1 1 .L .J.. .J.. _

3 28.8.67 18.00 2.47

3 The IV flood was still in its receding phase when the
investigations Were concluded at this centre on 31.8.67.

1.23

1.94 1 21,7,67 08.00
1

(Contd)
150

2,313
85

290

4,245

o
o

o
UD

UD2

70
4

12
86

10.8.67 18.002

3.328.8.67 22.00
02.00

8.7.67 06.00

3V2 21.7.67 18.00

131f2

I Rising 4.7~6706.00

Receding

8.7.6718.00

Vacilla-

Phase15.7.6710.00
tion II

Rising18.7~6710.00

Receding

21.7.6720.00

Vacilla-

Phase 4.8.6706.00
tion III

Rising 6.8.6722.00

Receding

9.8~6706~00
Vacilla-

Phase17.8.6722.,00
tion IV

Rising 25.8.6718.00

Receding

28.8.6702.00

TOTAL •. 174 D/UD 6,848/235

*0
UD -

Desirable
Undesirable
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Quality of spawn

Details of spurt-wise quality of spawn, as revealed by

spawn analyses and nursery rearings, are given in Table 11.

As revealed by spawn analyses, while the undesirable spawn

in spurts 1 and 2 had only 5.0% and 6.0% respectively of major

carps, the desirable part of the two spurts contained as much as

17.6% and 22.5% respectively of major carps. However, rearing
of composite samples taken from the first and second spurts,

revealed major carp contents of 41.5% and 25.3% respectively. In

one of the rearings from spurt 1, the major carps were found to

be as high as 60%. These differences may be attributed. mainly to

differential mortality of different species and the rearing of both
spurts in the same nurseries. The first spurt was dominated by

mrigal followed by rohu, while catla WaS conspicuous by its total

absence. On the other hand, the 2nd spurt was distinctly dominated

by catla.

The seasonal indices of spawn quantity and quality for the

centre were found to be 1,373.6 ml and 26.4% respectively.

Spawn availability at prospected sites

Of the various sites prospected for spawn availability,
Bhainsakund site was found unsuitable, because of effluent discharge

into the river by a paper mill about 200 m upstream of the site on

the opposite bank. The site at Sondhiamaoghat on the southern bank

of the river has a gently sloping bank contour, but becomes in

accessible during monsoon. On the other hand, the site at Gosain

ka-purwa on the northern bank was found suitable for comme~ci8l

exploitation.

Spawn availability in relation to hydrographical

and biotic factors. ~

Flood level

The flood levels indicated in Table 10 are with reference to

the lOWest level observed during the investigations.
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Table 11

Spurt-wise quality of spawn collected at Salempur on R. Gomti in 1967

Spurt No.
IDesir- I

SpawnqualityinpercentaqeI
ability

,
Byspawn analysis

,
By rearing, (D/UD)* IMajor

,f'1inor,Others,Rohu,
Catla,r~rigal

,Calb8su
I

, carps
I

carps
,

____ ._ .L ______ , ____ .L ___ .L ____ ' ____ .L ____ .L ____ • J.. ____ .L

Major carps ttJtal' Minor I Others
, carps '- - - - - - -- - - -'- - - -'- - - -

I

II

D 17.682.3

0.1 ~UD

5.095.0Nil

D

22.577.5

Nil ~UD

6.094.0Nil

* D

UD

10.4

4.1

Nil

9.8

Desirable

Undesirable

25.8

5.0

5.3

6.4

41.5 58.5

74.7

Nil

Nil
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Flood 1, which attained its peak level of 1.23 m on July 8, was of
low magnitude and did not yield any spawn. The second flobd,~hich

touched a peak of 1.94 m on 21st July, yielded 4,685 ml of spawn in
spurt 1. Even though the spawn was available for about 12 hours

during tha rising phase, ·bulk of it wes collected in the receding
phase.

The availability of spawn for short duration during the rising

phase may be due to the fact t~at the breeding ground is probably
situated in the upper reaches of the ri0er at an altitude not much

higher than the peak attained by the flood at Salempur, so much so
that when the water level was receding at the breeding ground, it was

simultaneously rising at the collection site. The availability of
spawn in the receding phase of the third flood (peak = 3.32 m) in

early August Was an indication that the breeding ground was situated

at a ~eight between 2 to 3 m above sOmmer level. The fourth flood,

which touched the highest level of 2.47 m, did not yield any spawn,

indicating thereby that breeding of major carps probably ends by the
middle of August in this region.

Current velocity and direction---------.------------------
The current velocity fluctuated from 1.3 to 3.0 km per hour

during the entire season, whil~ the high spawn yield Was obtained

at a current velocity of 1.3-2.0 km per hour. At Salempur, the

main current hits the steep southern bank causing its erosion, while

the gently sloping collection site on the opposite northern bank is

situated in wh6t is to be normally regarded 8S a shadow zone. However,

the momentum of the faster ~8ters of Loni Nedi, entering the river on the
opposite southBrn bank, diverts the current of the main river at an

angle of about 20°, thereby neutralising the shadow zone ~reating effect

of the main current on the northern bank and settin~ up instead a

moderate current velocity suitable for ~pawn collection.

Turbidity

Turbidity values ranged from 165-950 ppm. Peak turbidity values

coincided with flood peaks, and bulk of spawn was available during th~

receding phase when turbidity ranged betWeen 330 and 500 ppm. However,

no direct correlation could be' notiCed between turbidity and spawn
availability at this centre.
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Associates

No indicator species could be mads out from among the associates

encountered in the collections. They occurred in large numbers

during both spawn availability and non-availability periods. Prawns
were the most dominant, followed by Oxygaster spp., Puntius ticto,

Mastacembelus pancalus and Cirrhinus-reba.------- -- -'--- -----
."

5.1.1.3 30pari (Tonk) stretch of river
BanaS

Participants

Dr. A.G.

Jhingran (Leader)

\ C.I.F.R.I.
Shri

S.D.Gupta
Go vt. 0fInd ie

:1

[\1.K.Sharma

~
II

D.R.Kishore Govt.of Raj3s-

II

V.K.Kakkor
than

With the growing demand for quality fish seed emerging out of

the expansion of fisheries activities in Rajasthan, it Was felt

imporative by the state Government to exploit fully its extensive
natural resources, where, till 1967, collection of carp spawn from

their natural habitat was not in vogue. At the instance of the Govern

ment of Rajasthan, a detailed pre-monsoon survey of selected stretches

of rivers Banas and Chambal Was carried out, and the stretch of river

Banas adjoining Tonk (Sopari stretch) was selected for detailed monsoon

investigations.

The SopBri stretch of the Banas extended from Negria in the west

to Dubbi in the east, a distance of about 185 km. The site selected

for detailed round the clock investigations is located opposite village

Sopsri, about 10 km from Tonk on the north bank of the Banas. Sopari,

situated on the south bank, is connected wit~ the site by an :all-weather

m8t~lled road and a PUCC3 road-bridge. About 6 km upstream, river

Mashi falls into the Banas ne3r Gehlot Ghat, while river oai drains into

the Banas at Bisalpur about 40 km upstream. Further upstream at Negria,

it is joined by river Khari (Fig.6). Besides, about 3 km upstream of

the site a seasonal nulla, the Sohela, joins the Banas on its north
bank. Another nulla joins the river on its south bank, opposite the

main collection site, a little below the road bridge (Fig.6). The

course, general terrain and topography of river Banas adjoining the

Sopari site are depicted in Fig.7.
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Extreme summerconditions were prevailing at the time of

initiation of the investigations, with the river showing extensive

sandy islands and a low rate of flow parallql to the course of the
channel. The maximum depth of the river, ,barring a couple of deep
pools, did not exceed three feet in the vicinity of the site. This

almost placid condition of the river underwent a distinctive change

with the advent of the first major flood. Sudden and vol~inous

rise in ~at8r-level, following periods of heavy rains in the catch
ment area, brought about a turbulent flow in the rjver, submerging

the islands ~ompletely and resulting in rapid erosion through
abrasion of stream sides by mineral sediments carried in suspension

by currents of high velocity. However, after each flood the river

soon returned to its normal flow within a short period. The obser

vations at this site lasted from 1st July to 7th September, 1967.

Occurrence of spawn spurts

A total of 8,765 ml of spawn and 980 ml of fish eggs Were

collected in the courSe of six major floods that occurred in river
Banas in 1967 in three to five standard nets. The floods were

invariably caused by rains in the adjacent catch~ent area. In
Table 12 dre shown the days of major floods, the dates of attain

ment of peak flood levels, quantities of spawn collected in each

flood and the duration of each spawn spurt.

With the appearance of each spawn spurt, trial nettings were

done simultaneously at six suitable spots (A to F) available in the

vicinity of the site, and the spot yielding maximum catch in two

hours was chosen for operating the full battery of nets. spot C

was found to be the most suitable during the first two spawn spurt,

llI.hilespots 8 and A were found to be the best during Spawn ·spurts
3 and 4 ~esp8ctively.

The first spawn-spurt occurred in the ,receding phase of the

first major flood on 6.7.1967. The spurt commenced as soon as the
water level, after attaining a peak, started falling down. This

spawn-spurt lasted only for a short duration of four hours, yielding

17 ml of spa~n, all desirable, in three standard nets. This spurt

accounted for only 0.19% of the total spawn catch of the season.

The catch per net per hour was es~imated t9 be 990 hatchlings •

. The second spawn spurt too was of a very short duration,
commencing in the receding phase of flood II. The spurt ap~eared

with the fall in water levels soon after attaining its peak. This

spurt lasted for six hours only, yielding in all 39 ml of spawn,
which formed 0.47% of the total catch of the season. The catch

per net-hour was estimatej to be 1,364 hatchlings.
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The major spawn spurt of the season com~enced at 10 hrs. on
6.8.1967 in the receding phase of the third flood. The water level,

after attaining its peak of 2.79 m on 5.8.1967 at 14 hrs. started

declining from 18 hrs that day. The flood level again showed a

little upward trend from 6 hrs on 6.8.1967 and vacillated for the

next 28 hours, and spawn suddenly appeared in this period at 10 hrs.
on 6.8.1967 and the trial net collected 35 ml of spawn in two hrs.

In the ei~ht-hour duration of the rising tiend of this vacilating

flood, when a rise of 0.31 m in the water level was recorded,

1,270 ml of spawn could be collected in five standard netS. This
accounted for 14.7% of the total spawn catch of the season. The

catch per net-hour was estimated to be 11,112 hatchlings. However,
the water-level again started receding from 20 hrs. on 6.8.1967, but

the spawn continued to appear in bulk. The maximum collections Were
made between 20 and 24 hrs. on 6.8.1967, when the pooled two-hourly
collections of 5 standard nets Were observed to vary between 585 and

1,220 ml, with the catch per net-hour ranging between 58.50 ml and
124 ml. On 7.8.1967, the total two-hou.rly spawn catch of five

standard nets ranged from 150 to 270 mI. nn8.8.67, the intensity

of spawn availability declined conside~abll. Though the pooled
collection of 5 standard nets at 6 hrs. amounted to 310 ml, from 8 hrs.

onwards there was a gradual decline in spawn availability and it

completely disappeared by 18 hrs. This receding phas'e of the III flood

yielded 75.4% of the total spawn catch of the season. The catch per
net-hour amounted to 9,637 hatchlings.

The last spawn-spurt occurred during the season's IV major flood.

The water lev~l started receding from 2 hrs. of 15,8.67 and the spawn

appeared on 17.8.67 at 10 hrs. This spurt l~sted only for 14 hrs. and

the pooled two-hourly spawn catches in five standard nehs ranged
between 15 .1 and 165 mI. The maximum collections Were made at"16 hrs.

that day, when five standard nets collected 165 ml in two hours. This

spurt yielded 9.4% of the season's total spawn catch, the catch per

net-hour being 4,155 hatchlings.

No spawn was collected in subsequent floods. Out of the four

spawn spurts encountered during the 1967 season, spurt 3 was the most
remunerative, (28.14 ml per net-hour) followed by spurt IV, Spurts 1

and 2 yielded only meagre quantities of spawn. The season's average
amounted to 22.33 ml per net-hour.
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Occurrence, quality and quantity of fish-eggs

During the course of these observations, a total 'of 980 ml

of carp eggs were collected. Table 13 depicts the quantity and

quality of thB fish eggs collected. 40 ml of eggs were collected

in two waves of the rising phase of Flood lIon 20.7.67. Fish

eggs started appearing in the nets at 6 hrs. and in a spell of

four hours 40 ml of eggs Were collected in one standard net. From

21.7.67 to 24.7.67, the flood level vacillated between 0.21 and

1.17 m, and on 24.7.67 again at 6 hrs. the eggs appeared in the

net. Between 6 and 14 hrs., a total of 145 ml of eggs were collec

ted in one standard net. These two eggs spurts carried a major

carp content of 37.7% and 48.2% respectively.

, Table 13

Quantity and quality of fish eggs collected a!

Sopari on river Banas

,
Oat e

,Flood No. ,Total
quantity of ~,Percentage composition

& phase

mlI
No.,Major

,Minor,Others,
t.£.arp-s

,
.carpst

20.7.67

IIIRising 4048037.760.32.0

24.7.67

IIReceding 1451 ,74048.229.022.8

1.8.67

Vacillation

phase betweenfloods II

& III795 9,18055.632.418.0

Another egg-spurt was encountered during the vacillation phase

between Floods II a~d IlIon 1.8.67, when a total of 795 ml of eggs
was collected between 6 and 14 hrs. in three standard nets. This

egg-spurt had a major carp content of 55~6%, with a predominance of

'L. rohita (41.4%), followed by £. mrigala (8.3%).

The availability of fertiliZed eggs indicated the location of

breeding ~round in the vicinity of the site. It was deduced that

spawning probably occurred somew~ere near river Mashi, which drains

into the Banas on its north bank,about 6 km upstream. The survey of
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a considerable stretch of. river Mashi and a number of seasonal nullas

draining into it revealed the presence of a number of suitable places
which could have .served as breeding grounds of major carps. Major

carp congregation for spawning in river Mashi was reported to have

been seen by local people during previous years. However, actual

spawning could not be observed, though sizeable stretches of river
Mashi and Sohela nulla were combed during the flood period and trial

nettings made at several spots.

Quali~y of spawn collected

Percentage composition of spawn catches made during different
spurts WaS determined by microscopical analyses of tWQ-hourly spawn
samples and also from sampl~s of fry drawn from earthen gamlas,

ditches or nurseries where the spawn Were reared. The results obtained

~re shown in Table 14.

major

all yielded a total of 8,765 ml

The first and second spurts

of major carps. h. rohita,
L.· calbasu were the dominant

,.

All the four spurts, whi~h in

of spawn, appeared to be desir~ble.
contained only a moderate perc~ntage

followed by C. mrigala, C. catla and... - - ---- - ---
carps during the first spurt, in the order mentioned, while among

minor car~s, C. reba, followed by Barilius shacra and Puntius sophore

formed the bulk.--L-. rohUa Was agai[;]th;-dominant major carp during

the second spurt also, followed by £. mrigala, while C. reba and L.
bata constituted the most dominant minor carps.

,Spurt 3, which yielded bulk of the season's spown catch, shOWed

a considerably higher percentage of major carps both, in the samples

analysed microscopically (76.5%) as well as in those reared in State

nurs~ries (82.9%). This spurt lasted for 56 hours from 6.8.67 to

8.8.67. The collection of 6.8.67 was sto~ked separately, while an
admixture of those made on 7.8.67 and 8.8.67 was reared together in

another nursery. The sample from the collection of 6.8.57 revealed a

high per centage 0f .1.• l'0hit a (61. 1%), f0110wed by f . .£3 tl a (6. B% )

and meagre percentages only of £. mrigala ahd ~. calbasu. On the other
hand, the pooled sample of 7.8.67 and 8.8.67 comprised a high percen

tage 'of rohu (41.7%), followed by mrigal (32.3%), f.. _c_8_t_l_aand 1..
calbasu. This indicates that there had been definite spawning burst~

of different species on different dates and that the collection on
6.8.67 comprised a preponderance of L. rohita, as compared to the
collection made on 7.8.67 and B.B.57-when C. mrigala dominated the
catch. -
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The percentage of major C2rps WaS agsin high in thg fourth

spurt (71.S :Jy re2rinJ)~ wit:, .~•.:'l.I'}-.~.<:}~~domin2~in'] the catches]
followed by .L.•. :c:.o.h.i.t;.~.C.• C.:~:~J_8.2nd .L.•. c_"').·.:.~.E!.'-;J_~l0:,i18h. _l?§~t-,3.~
" h ~ '"" " C ,.,' <> pC' .....•h"t!-- " ..•..•,...J ".... :lr1 L ~ ,- I C' i 0'....,· .J- ! t'~_•..~,:~I.~~... -,' .J?:J.:':"'C:.' .~4 w_u.:_~_.l_,"::_"":_-'.~II"': c .~~~.~ ..-:l.:...~:-"?_-:,5~. Olillnc_v8u ne
minor cC.:2:Js.

The se230nal indices of 8p6~n ~~2ntity and qUa~ity for this

cent r'3 were f·::;:Jndto be 1 ~6 J1 ml 2nd 81.5::; respecti vel y.

Besides tho ObS3I'Vations 0: SO~Qri, occc,sional spawn prospecting

was carrie~ out at Ne;ria, 8is8l~ur, R8j~ahal~ Gahlot Ghat and Dubbi.
Of the various sites prospectgd, SP3c'JilWas enc0~lntor8d in sizea;:le

quantities only at Dt:bbi near Sawsi n2':.:hopu:::.All tho sites

prospected Were found to be thoroughly suitable for the oper8tion of ~

battery of choating nets. V2ryin~ o~8ntiti8s of spa~n were available

at all th::;Four si taB situateG up3'crec::lof 30pari, .\£.t~~ :082ri8,
Jispl~ur, q~jm2h21 2nd G8~10t G~3t. TheSe sites ware found to be

suitable for exploitation throu;h~ut ~h8 season •

.SJ~:.~.w_n... ~~~.il_a..~_~_lJ-_0'__J~'.._r.8}.2.tj __8;l .. to. ~2!L~:0..:'JE2P:~ic~'}l,
meteorological and biotic fectors

Flood level

A totel of six m2jor floods occ~~r8d in river Banas, out of

which t:,? first four, as discussed ~jov~, yielded ~arying quantities

of spawn. Floods V and VI did not yi~ld any quantity of spawn. It

Was observed, through fishing done in t~o vicinity of NegriD and

Rajmahal, th2~ by the tims floods V and VI occurred in the river,

majorit} of aajor carps had ~lr8Qdy bred, in that almost all the

spscimens 3ncounter~d were Seen to ~a in spent condition. Further,

the floods V and VI, GS~8cially the 13ttor, were so SaVors in nature

that t~ey completely 8ngulf8L ths site and m3c~ it un3~it2ol8 for net

operation.
I

It w~s observed th2t spawn Was 2vail2bla in the river only when
the water level rose to more than J.S m a~ove the su;~mer level. This

probably Serves to establiah a lin!< betws3n the Ganas - reduced to a
mers trickle ~urin9 summer months - an~ its tribut2~ias and nullcs,

so as to enable the major carp po~ulation to ascend these water

courses to find a suitable ~reedinJ gro~nd. However, a rise in water

level exceeding 2.5 m unfavourably transformed ths topo~raphy of the

site, renderin; t;,e operation of n3t8 jifficult.
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Table 14

Spurt-wise quality of spawn collected at Sopari on R. Banas in 1967

Othersf'linor carps
TOTAL

INgUALITYSPAWN PERCUJTAGE

BY REARI ~JG

-----------~GJor-ca-rps
Rohu I C2.Us I Mri g21· TCalbosu

sis
Others

ca rp s

B

i/18jor
carps

Desir

ability

(D/UD)*

Spurt No,

1 021 .078,01 ,06,83,04,61 ,616.083,20.8

2

D23,776.00,310,61 .27,70.319,879,50,7

3

076,523.20.341 .78.332.30.782.916.40.7

4

074.125.00,95.64.461 ,30.671 .926.51 •6

-------------- *

D-Desirable
UD

-Undesirable
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Turbit:!.~~

Turbidity alone did not appear to have any direct bearing

~n spawn availability. During peak spawn collection days, turbidity

at this site ranged between 480 and 1,200 ppm.

Current velocity

On 5th and 7th Au~ust, 1967, the days of peak spawn availability,
current velocity ranged from 1,3-3.7 km/hour.

Air and water temperature

During peak period of spawn availability, air ~nd water tempera

tures were found to range from 26°-32°C and 27°-32°C respectively,

while in the season as a who!e their respective ranges were 24°-39°C
and 24°~38°C,

Associates

The a~sociatesl quantity, ranging in number from 100-150 per

hour in the initial phases of the investigation, gradually declined

to range from 1-25 per hour in the second spurt and nil to 6 in the

third spurt. Only stray specimens of associates were encountereD in

the fourth spurt. Amongst the associates, Cirrhinus rebB? ~abeo be::.::,.;

_P_u_n_t_i_u_s__ s_o_p_l~_,o_r_e_and !:... _t_i_c_t._o;_B_B_r_l_'l_l_'u_s_3_h_a_c_r_B_and ~. _b_8_r_i_l_a_,_O_X_y_g_8_.S_t..'_e_r
bacaila, Notopterus notopterus; Mystus c2vasius; Nemachilus zonatus;------ ------ ---- ----- ------ ----
Rhinomugil cascQsia. Glossogobius giuris; P. conchonius and------- -----y ---- ---- ---------
Aspidoparia moral' were prominent,

5.1.1.4 Dingrahaghat stretch of river
~lahananda

Participnnts

Shri
n
II

A.N.

K • V.

T.D.

Ghosh (Loader)
Rao

Nangpal ( C.I.F.R.I.) Govt. of India

II

tl

parasmani Sinha (

Pratap Narayan Thakur .
(for 11 days only)

Govt. of Bihar
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Even though Bihar leads the rest of the country in regard to
the collection of riverine spawn of major carps, certain areas of
North Bihar, particularly the district of Purne2, have to depend

for their fish seed requirements on sources elsewhere in the state.

Therefore, with a view to achieve regional self-sufficiency, the

Government of Bihar suggested the location of a commercially

exploitable spawn collection centre on the Mahananda in the district
of Purnea.

The Mahananda, originating in the eastern sector of the Hima

layas, flows in a north to south direction in Purne2 district (Fig.S).

In its upper course, till it reaches Kishangunj, the river has a

sharp downward gradient and is torrentinl during monsoon. Below

Kishangunj, where the gr~dient changes, the river is almost perennial.

Lower down, the river flows into the Padma in Bangladesh, after

giving off a branch near the border of Purnea and MaIda districts,

viz. River Kalindi, which joins the Ganga near Rojmahal.

Dingrahaghat, situated about 35 km east of Purne2 Town on the

western bank of Mahananda near the road bridge of National Highway

No.31, was selected for detailed round-the clock investigations

(Fig.9). A 100 km stretch of the river, extending from Dinghrahaghat

to a little above Thakurgunj upstream (Fig.S), was selected for pros

pecting.

Occurrence of seed spurts

During th~ period of investigations, altogether five floods

of varying magnitudes Were recorded at Dinghraghat. Of these, .

the ~ebond and fifth floods} which attained their peaks on 28.6.67
and 23.7.67, did not yield any fish seed. The I flood yielded two

spawn spurts, while the III flood yielded a spurt of fertilised

eggs. The IV flood yiolded three spurts of fry. Details of
occurrence, duration, magnitude and desirability of the various

seed spurts are given in Table 15.

The first spawn spurt waS of a brief duration of only 4 hours,

and occurred in the rising phase of the I flood just before it

reached its peak level. This spurt yielded only 4 ml of undesir3ble

spawn, the magnitude of catch being only 1 ml per net-hour. In the

strict sense, this can hardly be termed a 'spurt'.





£K?9
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Table 15

Flood-phase-wise occurrence, duration, mag:litude and desirability of seed

spurts at Dingrahaghat on R. Mahananda in 1967

Flood details Spurtdetails Total catch+- odNo. Phase PeakType &Commenc eme ntPeriodin mlin lakhsCatch perDesirab:
Date

Flood*numberDateHourin hI's. net-hour(D/UD

level

in ml

in m :"',£"'

Flood No.1 Phase I Peak I Type & I Commencement I Period I in ml I in lakhs I Latch per I Desirability
)~

Rising20.6.671.98Spawn120.6.6764 40.021.00 UD
I

Receding

--
Spawn221.6.6715255022.5110.04 [)

Tempora ry

III

recession11.7.674.29Eggs19.7.6718, 142,0101 .0135.89 D

duri ng rising phase

Rising

19.7.674.61FrY118.7.6786430 0 •.1114.33 0
" IV

II --
FrY219.7.6719 5175 0.5511.67 0

"

Receding--
FrY321.7.6710362,205 0.5524.78 UD

* Above the initial water level observed at the commencement of the investigations.

+ 1 ml = 500 Spawn.

® 0
UD

= Desirable

= Undesirable



The second spawn
I flood and lasted for

spawn. This accounted

spawn at this centre.
amounted to 10.04 mI.
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spurt occurred in the receding phase of the

15 hours, yielding in all 502 ml of desirable
for the seasoi,'statal cgtch of desirable

The catch per net-hour durin~ this spurt

The rising phase of the III flood uas inter~os8d with short

durations of falling flood levels. The only spurt of fertilised
eggs occurred Juring one such tenporury recession of flood level.

This spurt lasted for 14 h~ur2 and"yielded 2,010 ~l of desir2~le

fertilised eggs. The availability of eggs ceased with the turn in

the phase of this flood. This availability of major carp eggs during

a temporary recession in the rising phase of "the flood indicates that

breeding was probably ta~ing place in shallow areas in,the vicinity of

the collection site. The cessation of freshets WaS responsible for tha

fall in water level in such areGs, reSulting in the flowing down of

fertilised eggs with the receding waters.

All the three fry spurts occurred during the IV flood. The

first two fry spurts occurred during periods of stationary or

very slowly increasing water levels in the rising phase of the

flood. These spurts yield~d 430 ml and 175 ml respectively of desir

able fry. The break in fry availability between the two spurts Was

associated with abrupt rise in water levei. The 3rd fry spurt

uccurrad during the receding ph3se of the same flood. It lasted over

36 hours and yielded 2,205 ml of undesirable fry, consisting mainly

of catfisiles snd C<'JrOminno'lis.

Quality of fish seed collected

Percentage compositions in regard to the quality of eggs,
spawn and fry catches made during the various spurts, based on

microscopical analyses of two-hourly samples and on nursery rearings,
are depicted in T2ble 16.

The major c&rp content of the cesirable sp2~n spurt was found

to be 87.9% by spawn analysis and 94.0% by rearing. The egg and fry

spurts also shOWed very high percentag83 of major carps. In every

case the major carp content consisted entirely of rohu.

The Seasonal indices of spawn quantity and quality were found

to be 251 ml and 94% respectively. ~
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Table 16

Quality of fish seed collected during various spurts at Dingrahaghat

on R. Mahanenda in 1967

QUP.LITY (%)

Byr80ring in nurSer"pits at the By rea ringinstate
0-

I 0

analysis campnurseries----=:. 0'-
-

f~a jar
rUnorOthers.~ .'-'0_

Mn.iQ1-'
C~Lf; s r'laorcarps

carps

ca rps RohuCa tlarlrigalCal-TOTALMinorOthersRohuCatlaMrigalCal-TOTALMinorOther

I
basucarps basucarps

s

Spawn1
-86.8013.20 NOTREA RED

Sp QwnZ

,87.908.643.46 f\J 0 TREA RED 94.00---94.004.002.00

E ggs1

71 .37-28.6385.78-- -85.7812.791.4379.14---79.1420.86

FrY1

66.1524.44

9.41 \
69.14

-- -69.1421.609.26

FrY2

62.6722.5314.79

FrY3

-23.5176.49 NOTREA RED
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Sp~wn yielding potentiality of Dingrahaghat stretch

In river Mah2nanda, com~ercial spawn collection is resorted

to regularly in its Kalindi branch upto a point about 10 km upstream

of the railway bridge near the Labha railway station. Sa~ples of

spawn collected at Labha, situated 60 km downstream of Dingrahaghat,
showed 71% rohu and 5% catla. Further, spawn availability had

commenced at Labha three days prior to that at Dingrahaghat. This

indicates that the spawn available at the two centres are from

different sources, and that rohu is the only major carp breeding

in the Mahananda above Dingrahaghat, while catla also breeds, to a

lesser extent, below Dingrahaghat. The availability of Spawn during

the first two spurts, and not fertilised eggs, tends to indicate
their descent from the upper reaches of the river. However, the

low water level of the river above ~ouzabarigh~t even during the

monsoon months precludes the possibility of a~y resident population

of major carps in that stretch. Therefore, a rapid survey WaS c8r~ied

out in the stretch between Dingrahaghat and Galgali8, covering all the

tributaries joining the Mahananda in this stretch to locate resident

major carp populations. The centres covered ~;8re Mouzatarighat and

Thakurgunj on R. Mahananda, Pothia Oil R. Dank, Galgalia on R. Mechi

and Baisi on R. Kankai (Fig.B). The survey showed that no major carp

fishery exists in the rivers Donk, Mechi and Kankai, and also in the

Mahananda above Nayaghat, a mile upstream of Mouzabarighat. Flouri

shing adult major carp fisr.ery, consisting of breeders and spent

fish, is existent only near Mouzabarigha~ curing monsoon 0nd post

monsoon months. Heavy catches of rohu Wer8 reported from this region

"in mid-June, 1967. It Was also learnt that there was no fishery for
juvenile major carps in this region. It may, therefore, oe surmised

that th8 spawn collected at Dingrchaghat must be the result of rohu
breeding in Mouzabarighat region, while the 2~aila~ility of eggs with

further rise in water level indicates the possibility of rohu bree~ing
in the vicinity of Oingrahaghat. The fact that the water had "not

spread out into the tributaries or other adjoining enclosed water

areas when the eggs Were available, suggests breeding t2king place

·in the low lying areas of the main river from a resident population.

This presumptioG was further substantiated by the collection of a few

gravid female rohu about V2 km upstream of the collection site.
Therefore, exploitation of the sfretch of R. Mahananda from Mouzabari

ghat to Lebha Can be expected to yield very high quality spawn in
sizable quantities.
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Availability of fish seed in relation to hydro

graphical conditions----.---------------
Flood level and rainfall

The floods at the centre Were mostly influenced by the rainfall

in the river's upper cetchment area, viz. in the regions of Tha~ur~unj,

Pothia and Kishangunj, whilo the local rainfGll at 8aisi had only a

negligible effect. It may, therefore, be stated that the success of

spawn collection at this centre is dependent on the timely rainfall in

the above regions.

It waS observed at Dingrahaghat that desirable egg and spawnl
spurts occurred only during falls in water level, while the desirable

spawn spurts occurred only in the rising flood phase. While the

spawn appeared during the periodLthe flood level receded from 1.64 m to
1.62 m, the eggs appeared when the flood level decreased from 2.93 m to

2.79 m. L h .w en

Turbidity

The bulk of desirable fish seed collection at Dingrahaghat was

made in the turbidity range of 500-650 ppm, while undesirable seed

were available even ct lower turbidity values.

Current velocity

While the current velocity at the site ranged from 0.8-2.4 km/hr

during the entire season, bulk catches of fish seed were usually
associated with a range of 1.4-2.25 km/hr.

5.1.2 Dharmapuri stretch of river Godavari

Participants

ShriK.K. Ghosh(Le'Jder)

\
II

P.L.Narayana Rao

II

r~• J •Reaz .D.hmed

\

II

R.D.Shendrikar
II

A.Ammanna Setty
\I

T .1<.RoopSingh C.I.F.R.I.

Govt. of India

Govt. of Andhra P~adesh
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In addition to the above, Sarvaehri Y. Vonk8t~ Rao, V.Sombayya and
Rahmat Ari of the state Government also occasionally participated
in the programme.

The selected Dharmapuri stretch of the Godavari extended from

Bornpalli in the north-west to Mancheri~l in the south-east, a dis

tuhce of about 80 km (F,ig.1 0)., Village Dharmapuri, which was selec

ted for detailed round the clock observations, is situated on the

south-western bank of the river in Jagtial tehsil of Karimnagar
district, Andhra Pradesh. The river flows in an ilmost no~th to

south direction in this region, and has a bed strewn with rocks all

over. The river tiank topography of this site is, like most of the

sites in the upper stretches, gradually sloping. The bank contour,

river bed topography and extent of area available for net operation

are diagramatically represented in Figure 11.

The observations at this site commenced on the 22nd June and

lasted till 27th August. In addition to the observations at Dharma

puri, periodic prospecting WaS done at Bornpalli, Rajaram, Thaimapur,
Rayapatnam causeway, Luxxatipet and Mancherial in the selscted stretch

and also at Manthani downstream. A r8pid survey of other sites in the

upper stretches was done upto Basar, where the river ent~rs Andhra
Pradesh.

Occurrence of spawn

Even though the river experienced two major floods during the

season, no spawn spurt was encounterd, the level of availability

having beeh touched for a brief period of two hours only. The first

freshets 'of th~s8ason Were received by the river in this region

on the 22nd of June~ and the water level rose by 3.25 m to touch the

peak of first flood on 25th of June. The receding phase yielded

only a few hatchlings and early frj and a Ia~ge number of eggs of

Gobius s~riatus. The water after receding in a fluctuating manner,

again rose and to~ched a pecik on 4th of July at 22.hrs, when the

. flood level was 2.52 ~,only. In the following receding phase, some
spawn Were available for four hours only on 5th July. The criterion

for availability Was, however, not satisfied. The rate of collection

Was only about 200 hatchlings per net per hour.

The second flood started rising on the 12th of July, at a low

rate fbrthe first 7 days, after which the rate increased appreciably
to the extent of 25 em per hour during the last 20 hrs. The peak
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level of 9.83 m was touched oh 25th Ju~y at 14 hrs, and soon after
the flood receded below the 7.00 m level, spawn of very low intensity

were available for a very short period, from 8 hrs to 12 hrs of 27th

July. But the flood phase turned at 12 noon and the river again

started rising and went beyond the 7 m level by the Bvening of the

same day. During this short-lived appearance of spawn, the avail

ability criterion waS not fulfilled in the strict sense, since the

spawn intensity WaS found to be about 0.6 m (c.300) only per net per

hour. The next 7 days saw the level of water fluctuating at a high

level around t m mark. The decreasing trend in the receding phase
commenced on 3rd August and went on till the closure of observations

on 27th August~ when the flood level was only 1.7 m above the summer

level. This trend Was interspersed with frequent riSes of low

magnitude and duration, giving rise to secondary peaks of floods.

One iuch rise and recession .was associated with the appearance of

spawn for 6 hours from 6 hrs. to 12 hrs. of 16th August. The cri

terion of availability was, however, fulfilled for only 2 hours, when

the catch per net hour was 1 mI. On the whole, this period yielded
only about 300 hatchlings per net per hour.

The details·of occurrence of floods and spawn at Dharmapuri are
shown in Table 17.

Quality of Spawn

Since no sizable quantity of spawn was collected, rearing

experiments could not be undertaken. Spawn analysis of the samplss
of the three appearance:; showed the major carp content as 5% for the

spawn of 5th July, 18% for that of 27th July and 19% for that of 16th

August. The rest of the spawn Were mostly of minor carps. However,

a sample drawn from the nursery stocked with the collection made by

the State Department along side the nets operated under the investi

gations, shOWed the Labeo fimbriatus content as 40%, with catla

forming about 1% only~he low percentage of major carps as revealed

by spawn analysis may be attributed to the difficulty in classifying

5-6 ~m sized spawn of h. fimbriotus on the basis of pre?ent day
knowledge on the subject. The data gathered Were too meagre to work

out indices of spawn quantity 8nd quality for this centre.

Spawn potentiality of the prospected sites

The stretch prospected in 1967 is strewn with many sitQS
which a re easily accessible by road and where grounds suitable for
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operation of a few shooting nets are available. Most of these sites

were prospected in 1967 and Were found suitable for spawn collection.
However, their relative merits could not be assessed because of

wide-spread failure .of spawn during the year. The year 1967 Was
seen to be associated with non-availability of spawn in any apprecinbls

quantity at all the sites examined under this inv8stigationor operated

by the State Fisheries Department in the Niznmabad, Adilabad and
Karimnagar districts, which cover the entire upper stretch of the
Godavari within Andhra Pradesh.

The extremely low availability over such widespread regions

may probably be attributed to one or more of the following factors

(i) The exceptionally high rate of the second flood, upto 25 cm

per hour during the last 20 hours, might have adversely affected the

breeding opportunities.

(ii) The vacillation of water level around a very high level

of 7 m during the receding phaso of flood II for an .Lnordinotely

long duration of 7 days might have dispersed the available spawn.

(iii) Large scale commercial fishing in deep pools in recent

years might have substantially impaired the breeding stock and

consequently the recruitment.

Spawn availability in relation to hydro

9raphical and biotic factors

Hardly any correlation could be detected between spawn avail

ability and various hydrodynamicsl factors, in view of the extremely

scanty spa~n availability. The only single foctor that appeared

conspicuous in 1967 WaS the exceptionally high rate of flooding (upto

27 cm per hour) in the second flood of the season, which in other

years was known to yield appreciable quantities of spawn. It is

'reported that such a high rate Was not observed in earlier years. Again,

the vacillation of the flood at 2 high level of about 7 m above the

summer level for an inordinately long duration of about 7 doys might

have adversely affected the flow of spawn in concentrated channels as
happens in systematic current patterns of receding phases.

Amongst the associates, which Were also very rarely encountered,

the more dominating species were Gobius striotwa, Cirrhinus reba
and Oxygaster bacailo, in that order ••
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Table 17

Occurrence, duration and magnitude of floods and spawn

appearances at Dharmapuri on R. Godavari

Details of spawn appearance*
flood peak I Commence~ent I Duration 'Desir- lCatc~ per

, Hour I Flood I Date: Hour' in hI's. 'ability 'net-hour
1 level I : 1 1(D/UD)+ 1 in numbers

, , in m I , 1 , 1__ 1 .L. .::. , 1 1 .J.. .J.. _

PhaseFlood No. I,
Flood details----------.-------

Commenge'll§.nt 'Duration
Date I Hour' 'Date

I I ,
, I I , I

____ 1 ._ ..L.. .L. , , _

Between 6.25 ml & 8.41 ml

16.8.67

25.7.67 14 9.83

Flood level ranged

I

II

Rising
Receding
Rising
Receding

Rising

Receding
Vacillat.ion

phase

Receding
phase with
minor
vacillation

22.6.67
25.6,67
4.7.67
4.7.67

12.7.67

25.7.67

27.7.68

3.8.67

22 3 days
14

9 days
18

4 hI'S.
22

8 days

18

11days
14

2 days

14

7 days

18

24 days 25.6.67 14

4.7.67 22

3.25

2.52
5.7.67

27.7.67

6

8

6

4

4

6

UD

o

o

200

300

300

* These Were not spurts in the strict sense as pet definition. The criterion of availability
was fulfilled only once on 16.8.67 for two hours from 10.00 a.m., when the catch per net-hour Was 1 mI.

+ 0
UD

Desirable
Undesirable
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River Cauvery, w~icn is the larges~ perennial river south
of the Krishna in PeninsuJ.ar i~d~a, has bGen harnessed by the

construction of da~s O~ bed ~egulators at several places, viz.

Krishnarajasagar, Mettur, Jed3rpalsvam, Mayanur, Upper Anicut,

Grand Anicut and Lower .'\r,icut(Fig.1 ~), In years of normal rain,

the flooding of tile Cauvery is r,;a:i.nlycontrollod by the discharge

of water from the Krishn2~8jas2Qar and Mettur (Stanely) reservoirs.

The stretch of the C<l'Jvery selected fur spawn prospecting.
during 1967 extended f::onlErode railway bridge in the north-west

to Grand Anic~t in the oas~1 a distance of about 145 km by tho
river route. 08tailedround-the-clock observations .Were recorded

at Kulit~alai from June 19, 1967 to September 2, 1967. In addition

to this, sites a~ KRngyampelaY3m, Unjalur, Solasiromani, Ellampally,

Velur, Nerur, Ranganathapui.'aln, f<rishnaraY<3puL'am (Sittalvai),

Mahadanapurarn, Lalapet, r:aruopat.hur, Thimmac~ipuralTI, all upstream

of KulittFJJ.ai and at f1sT'udur, Pattav8it.halei, Sirugamani, Perugamani,

Tiruppsrai thurai, (lamanur, J8E::ya~L.:r3m,Mekk',di, ~<ambarasametai,

Tiruchchirappalli (3 sites) and S<3rakarepalaY3m, downstream of

Kulittalai (Fig.13), were gXRmined ~oth in the pre-flood and during

the flood period for their suitaoility to operate shooting nets.

In the pre-flood p8riod~ water depth all through the Kulittalai :

stretch seldo~ e~ceedG 60 Cm msrk, except at the three reservoirs of
Jedarpalayarn 2nd i~2Y2.nUr beJ regulators and Grand Anicut. These three

reservoirs are the only areas which serve as deep pools, wherein brood

and other adult. fishes take s~clter during the pre- and post-release
periods. Flustuations.in the water level of this stretch are depen
dent on the qU8n~urn of water released from the Stanley reservoir. At..
Kulittalai ~ tilE e7fect of water release {rom the Stanley Reservoir is
felt after about 24 hours,
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Kulittalai, is situated on the south bank of the Cauvery at
about 33 km from Tiruchchirappalli and is easily accessible by
both road and rail. The site where round-the-clock observations
were recorded is known as 'Thirukadambathurghat', commonly known
as 'Kadambarkoilghat'. It is about 0.3 km from the trunk road and
3.5 km from Kulittalai railway station (Fig.14).

Occurrence of spawn spurts

To select the spot of maximum spawn concentration during
different Spawn spurts at Kulittalni, trial nets were simulta
neously operated at different suitable spots (Fig.14) for a period
of two hours. The spot where the yield of spawn per net per hour
was the maximum was considered as the spot of maximum spawn con
centration for the spurt. In all the first three spurts, spots A
and 8 were found to be more or less equally suitable and decidedly
better than the other spots. Hence, further trials to determine
the spot of maximum concentration were not undertaken during the
subsequent spurts.

Only 3 floods were recorded in the Cauvery at Kulittalai during
the cou~se of the investigations. The first flood commenced on 4.7.67,
and its rising phase Was spread over 820 hours, till 7.8.67. The
rising phase of the II flood, which commenced on 9.8.67, lasted for
only 48 hours. The thir~ flood Was still rising at the time of
closure of observations.

In al~, 6 sp~wn spurts were recorded during the season, varying
in duration from 4 hours to 30 hours, and yielding 8 total of 1,258 ml
of spawn in 1-5 standard nets. A further 107 ml of spawn Were also
oollected by the standard nets outside the spurts, raising the
season's total spawn catch by the standard nets to 1,365 mI. In addi
tion to this, 2-3 state nets and 5 research nets collected 652 ml

and 1,153 ml of spawn respectively. All the spu~ts occurred in the
rising phases of the floods, the first four during the I flood and
the last two during the II flood. The III flood did not yield any
sp~W~, evidently due to the lack of breeders at that time.

Details of occurrence, duration? magnitude and desirability of
the various spawn spurts are shown in Table 18. Of the six spurts,
spurts 2? 5 and 6 yielded only desirable spawn, while spurt 3
yielded only undesirable spawn. Percentages of desirable Spawn in
spurts 1 and 4 Were 30 and 68.8 respectively. Spawn occurrence at
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Kulittalaicommenced after about 14 hours of the waters, released
from the Stanley reservoir, reaching the Kulittalai area. The' first
~purt commenced at 8 hours oM 5th July and lasted for 30 hour~,
yielding in all 864 ml of spawn,accGunting for 63.3% of the seasonts
total catchbythe~tandard nets. Ih reg~rdto quantity, 'this was by
far the/most important spurt, which yielded as much as 260 ml of
desir~ble spawn. HoweVer~ from the point of view of quality this WaS
poorer than the desirable spurts 2 and 6. The 2nd spurt, whioh
commenced at 18 hours on 29th July, lasted for only 10 hours, but
yielded 126 ml of high quality desirable spawn. The 3rd and 4th
spurts, both of which occurred in tho first week of August, yielded
a total of only 179 ml of spawn~ out of which only 22 ml ooilected
in the 4th spurt Were desirable. The 5th and 6th spurts~ both of
which commenced on 10th August, yielded 23 ml and 66 ml respoctively ,
of desirablo spawn. It is noteworthy that most of the spawn collec
ted at this centre occur rod mainly betwGen dusk and dawn, oxcept for
spurt 1.

Quality of spawn collectod

Quality of spawn collected in tho various spurts, in regard
to group and/or species compcsitio~, was determined both by micros~
copical analysis of two-hourly spawn samples, as well as by nur~8ry
rearin9~ The results obtained arc given in Table 19. Tho overall
major carp content of tho dosirable sogmont of spurt 1 was found
to be 13.8% by spawn analysis. Whon a sample of tho ovorall catch
of the samo spurt, including the undesirable segment, waS raised in
a-aursery, the major carp contont was found to be 13.6%, as against
6.8% when spawn analysos results aro taken into consideration. This
differenc~ must evidontly be duo to differontial mortality in tho
nurserios. Major carps constituted as,much as 75% of tho spawn of
spurt 2, as determinod by spawn analyses, while the samo for spurt 3,
the desirable segment of spurt 4 and spurts 5 and 6 Wero found to be
4.3%, 27%, 51.2% and 69.9% rospectivolY. Compsoito samplos of spurts
3 and 4 when roared in a nursory yiolded a major carp content of

. 51.9%, whilo the samo in the reared composite samples of spurt 5 and
5 WaS found to be 26.2%. The seasonal indicos of spawn quantity and

quality are found to be 125 ml and 50.0% respectively. Tho percen~ages
of minor carps and 'others' in tho season's catch were 28.3 and 21.1
respectively.
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Table 18

Flood-phase-wise occurrence, duration, desirability
and magnitude of spawn spurts at Kulittalai on the
Rr Cauvery in 1967

Flooddetails - . -
Spawnsp-ui;-r-u-details

Flood

I---, Ioura- ;_i e a k !spurt i Commencement
IDuration in hrs.

1

Cesirabi Ii ty;' Cacch inI
Phase I ComlllencemEmtI .I

No.
1 ,Date ,-I- • : Date·,': Level . No.: Date,I(o/Uo)* ,mlI I I~lon IIII IHoursIin hrs.: HourI

in mI 1Hour
I ;I

I
.1- I I
'--7--:'

I,t
---1-_;

')
,

3
,

4I 5 I r 8
,
9

I
10

,
11. .'-. I-1--_._' __0 Il',

I
Rising 4.7.678207.8.671.3015.7.67 30

18
- 22 08 087

UO
264

0
173

UO
340

2
29.7.67 100126----- -18

3
4.8.67 10UO147

20
- .4 5.8.67 4UO10

18
022

Receding
~8. 6728

22II
Rising 9.8.674811.8.671.09510.8.67 4023-02- 02 02

6

10.8.67 6066
22 .Recedi ng

11.8.67144

02Vacillation phase

17.8.67~84--- - - ..,.

02
--III Rising 1.9.6726Was still

22
risj n'J ::It cloSG\ \ of Ob['8:Cv::;.t5.ons-------- ---_.~-_.._ . ...-.~----_..-.- -----

-l( 0
--..OGSiU:lblo' I"_ .-[I nd 8S i r3lj~G _EJTAL __ L_._~ 258L ,_
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Table 19

Spurt-wise quality of spawn collected at Kulittalai on R. Cau~Gry in 1967

r Mi;:;c;r-:-Others, I
, carps,, I
1 I

roaring

E.ercentage

By

c§.£E_s_.-------...-----
ci;rhosa: Labeo : TOTAL

" kontius: I

in

_______ , Major
Catla catlai Ctrrhinus___ I ~ __,,

__ . -,?palutl-g~ali~
By spawn analysis I. ,-..I

Major carps 'Minor carps IOthers I,, ,, ", ", "
, r..!

Desir abili ty
(O/UD)*

Spurt No •

No results obtained, due to mass mortality in nursery

\

1

2

3

4

5

6

D 14.086.0

UD

1.798.3

D

13.786.0

UD

5.594.0

D

75.019.4

UD

4.395.1

UD

8.091.0

D

27.072.0

D

51.248.8

0

69.928.3

* 0
UD

0.0

0.00.30.5
5.60.1

1. 0 ~

1.0

0.0 ~

1.8

Desirable,

Und esirablo
13.6

51.9

26.2

2.0

0.0

0.0

4.2

35.7

'9.8

53.2

61 .9

42.0

22.2

13.5

38.2

24.6

24.6
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Suitability of prospected sites for spawn

collection

Of the various sites surveyed in the selected stretch, only
at Thimmachipuram grounds suitable for the operation of shooting
nets were available. This site has also good accessibility.
Limited areas for the operation of shooting nets are also avail
able at Pettavaithalai and Tirupparaithurai, but accessibility to
both these sites is poor. Moreover, at both the sites, operation
of shooting net is possible only upto 8 certain water level, and
with any further increase in the level of the river, the sites
become unsuitable for net oporation, because of increased ~at8r
depth and changed current pattern. All the other sites Were found
unsuitable for the operation of shooting nets, either because of
steep banks, or for want of proper accessibility, or both. At most
of these unsuitablo sitos, the speed of the current, because of
comparatively steep upstream to downstream gradient of the river
bed, was too fast to facilitate the operation of shooting nets.
further, at most of theSe sites, protective boulder dams, cons
tructed for the protection of the embankment, project into the
river, there~y disturbing the normal current pattern of the river
and making tho area unsuitable for shooting net operations.

Spawn availability in relation to hydrographical
and bintic factors

Flood lovel

The fluctuations in water level in the Kulittalai stretch of

the Cauvery are directly related to the fluctiations in the release
of water from the Stanley reservoir. It may be mentioned here that
the various river valley proj8cts on this river not only prevent the
formation of deep pools in the river bed, but havo most probably
eliminated tho ones that wore thero before the construction of those

projects. As such, tho reservoirs of the Jedarpalayam and Mayanur
bed regulotors and that of Gr?nd Anicut are tho o~ly places where
adult carps take shelter during the period when the discharge from
the Stanley reservoir is at its lowest obb.
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As pointed out earlier, all the six spurts occurred during the

rising phase of the floods. Spawn spurt 1, the major spurt of the

season, commenced 14 hours after the water released from the Stanley
reservoir reached Kulittalai. Periods of varying duration Were

interposed between the various spurts,a8 can be made out from Table
18. From this, it could be surmised that the very first discharge
from the reservoir probably provided ths necessary stimulation tb

the early breeders to attain maturity and increased the water level

of the river to a height that flooded most of the breeding grounds

of these fishes. Ths low percentage of cultivable carps in spurt 1,
as revealed by spawn analysis as well as by rearing, indicateS 8 low

percentage of these species amongst th~ early breeders. The non

availability of spawn for varying periods in-between the spurts may

be either because the quantum of freshets was not sufficient enough

to impart the. required stimuJation to the maturing lat~ breeders to

attain maturity, or the water level could not reach such heights as

to flood. their breeding grounds 9 or beCBuSe of both. Once the rate
of discharge and the water level reached the optimum, spawn became
a vaila ble.

Cur rent vel o'c1ty

Current volocities encountered du~ing the periods of spawn

availability at the investigation site varled from 1.1-2~6 km per

hour, and it was observed that velocities ranging from 1.0~2.0
km/hr Were more conducive to the collection of spawn. Observations

on current velocity ftt net mouths, commissioned in parallel-cum-series

pattern, mad with a flow-meter, indicated that the lOWest limit of

current velocity conducive to the collection of spa~n in the nets

was 0.9 km per hour, and any decrease below this limit adversely
affected the collection.

Turbi dity

Turbidity did not appear to noticeably affect the availability

of ~8sirable spawn at Kulittalai. Any apparent corr81a~ion of tur

bidity with tho spawn catch is due to the fact that flood and current

pattern playa vital role in spawn concentration and turbidity is

highly correlated with floods and even current. High turbidity can

affect the catching efficiency of shooting nets, by clogging the

meshes. However, at Kulitt21ai, the catching efficiency of the nets

did not appear to have been affected eVen by the observed higher

range of turbidity.
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Temperature

There appeared to be nd"defihite corr~l~tion between the
concentration of desirable spawn at the site and air and water

temperatur8~. But spawn availability is indirectly related to

temperature, in that the temperature, ~oupled with the inflow of

freshets, probably stimulates gonadialmaturation and provides the

nece~sary breeding stimulus. Secondly it is also well known that

higher temperatures enhance the development of the emb~yo and
reduces the'time taken for hatching. During the present inv9stiga

tions, at the time of spawn availability the water temperature from

dawn to dusk ranged between 27.00C and 31 .0oC and from dusk to dawn

between 24.00C and 26.00C. From the size and stage of development

of the hatchlings, it could be made out that breeding probably took

place about 25-30 hours earlier. This indicates that breeding must

have taken place sometime betw~8n dusk and dawn, since the spawn
were available at the collection site mostly during night hours. As

such, it would appear that major caros i~ this region prefer the

lower temperature range of 24.00C-26.00C for their breeding.

Associates

No indioator species could be made out a~ong the associates.
The bigger associates, like fishes and insects, often constituted

highly undesirable element~, in that they were injuring or feeding
upon the hatchlings in the gamcha. It is, therefore, highly impera

tiveto segregate the hatchlings from the associates immedi~tely

after scooping from the gamcha, and prior to their temporary storage.
For this' it would be necessary to repeat the sieving process, which,

however, tends to cauSe injury to the spawn. Therefore, high

associate content in spawn catches will lead to greater mortality of
spawn during segregation. During the present investigations, appre
ciable quantities of filamentous algae occurred in spurt 1 as asso

ciate contaminanes, which greatly hampered the segregation process.

The usual double-walled sieve Df round-mesh~dnetting cloth and

muslin proved of little USe. Hence, atri-walled sieve, made by

keeping 1/8" meshed Midnapore-type netting OVer the double-walled

sieve, was used. This helped in the complete removal of the algae

and resulted in lmst injury to the spawn,
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5.2 :ntrahif!g offici,"ncy of n.~t9 ;in rr"lo.tion

to typ~, ~iz~ o~d m2sh Qiz~

5.2.1 Relative efficiency of state nets

The State Governments of uttar Pradesh, Madras

(now Tamil Nadu) and Andhra Pradesh provided their spawn collec

tion nets for testing their relative efficiency vis-~-yis the
standard net.

All the four types of U.PO State nets, which had similar mesh

size and teil piece as those of the standard net, were found to be
relatively less efficient than the standard net, their respective

average efficiencies being 41.8%, 74.2%, 54.2% and 69.5%. Inferior

quality of the netting and lack of suitable streamlined shape were
the main defects of these State nets.

The Madras State nets showed an efficiency of only 71% during

the first spawn spurt. It was then hoticed that its main defect

lay with its markin cloth tail piece. In subsequent spurts, this

tai~ piece was replaced by th~ one used for the standard net. This
substantially improved the efficiency of the state net, making it

apparently more efficient than the standard net, with its relative

efficiency ranging from 114-253%. The season's pooled efficiency
worked out to 107%. Howevor, the catcheS made during these experi_

ments were too poor to give conclusive indication of the State

net's efficiency. The state net had another serious defect i~ its

cane ring, which tended to lOse its shape while in operation.· It
would be advantageous to replace it by split bamboo ring.

The Andhra Pradesh state nets could not be tested dUe to non

availability of spawn.

5.2.2 Effect of net size on its catching

effici enc y

This aspect was tested at Salempur on the Gomti,

Sopari on the Banas and Kulittalai on £he Cauvery. The results

obtained Were not consistent, possibly due to the limited period of
experimentation and poor catcheS. The nets operated at Sopari and

Kulittalai were of sizes, 'viz. 5 yds, 7 yds, 9 yds and 11 yds

nets. The last net Was operated only at Kulittalai. At Sopari,

where this testing was done OVer 12 hours, it Was found that all

these experimental nets generally recorded lesser efficiency than the
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standard net: while the 7 yds and,9 yds nets mostly yielded better

catches than the smaller 5 ydS net. However, no regular, pattern of

relative eff~ci8ncy could bo modo out, possibly due to the different

positional identity and operational depths of the var~ou~ nets, since

they could not be suitably 3ta~ger8d during the short span of only 14

hours of spawn availability. Dn the other hand, the results obtained

at Kulittalai indicated that,all tho exporimental nets, oxcept possibly
the 7 yes net, were more efficient than .the Etandard net. However, the

actual catchos were far too meagre to. affbrd definite indications of

relative efficiencios. Furthe~ experimentation over prolonged duration

is called for to dscide whGther smaller nots .Can be adoptod.

The nets er.lployod at Sa18mpur WeI'e of di ff[:Jrent sizGs, viz.
6 rn, 8 m, 10 r.l.12 m, 14 ril) 16 mend 18 m nets. The limited observe-

tions at this GOGtre indicated tho 10 m, 14 m, 16 m and 18 m nets as

superior to tho standard n8~: w;th tho 16 r.lnet yielding tho best

results, while th88 ffi 2nd 12 m net~ wsre noa~ly as efficient as the
standard net, DrIly the smell ESt 6 ~ not ~rovcd distinctly inferior.

The above inconsistent results i~~i~atG the necessity for further\

experimentation OVer prolonged periods of spawn availability, with

proper staggering of nets as per a suitable design experiments, to

decide the effect of net siZe on its ef?iciuncy.

5,2.3 R81a~i v_~_~!:..~~~.~.enol...of V811 and 1j161~

mesh8~ 8tand~rd-~yp8 nets

A lji6" freshed net, sirl1iler in all other respects
to the standard nut, was operated alongside th3 standard ne~ at
Kulittalai, in order to tsst ~h8i~ re12tiv8 gffiGi8ncie~ in the

prevailing conditions of turbidity and cUrre~t velocity. It Was

observed· that the averalJ8 catch of the 1/8" meshed netwBs ahJb.ys higheI'

than that of the 1j1611 meshed net ~ evidently due to the prevailing mode

rate current at Kulittalai not bringablo to wash away the silt dApo

siting on '~h8 close meshes of the 1j16" meshed r:et, thoreby reducing

its effeo'cive mes~ sizo and cons8quently tho filtration rjte. This

'was tested further by operQtin] a troUSGI--typo net (vide "§"'L!.~),
u!here aI_so the 1j8" meshed lag yielded higher catches than the 1j16"

neshed lag, These results indicate that 1j811 mesh is mora suitable for
the Kulittalai ?egion.

A trouser-type not WaS also. ~perat8d atSopari on tho Banas,

where the 1j1611 meshed lag yi~ldod better catchos. Evan though

definite conclusions cannnt be drawn as to thE better suitability of
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the 1j16" meshed net for this area, because 01' the brief duration
of the experiment} its better performance could be partly explained

as due to the higher current velocity prevailing in the area than

at Kulittalai. During periods of peak spawn availability, the

respective ranges of current velocity at Kulittolai and Sopari were

1.0-2.0 km/hr and 1.3-3.7 km/hr.

5.2.4 Spawn escapement from 1jBII meshed

Midnapore-type netting

With a view to finding out the extent of spawn

escapement, if any, from 1jB" meshed ~1idnQPore-type netting that is
used in the fabrication of standard nets, a specially designed

double-walled net fobricated in 1966 (Shetty, 1967) was operated

over two days at Sopari on the Banas. This net hQd an inner wall of

1jB" meshed netting and an outer wall of 1/16" meshed netting. The
escapement of spawn ranged on an average betWeen 2B% and 37.5%.

While the average current velocity Was 1.5 km/hr on both the days, the

average turbidi~y value Was 700 ppm on the first day (7.B.67) a~
375 ppm on the other day (17.B.67). It WaS observed that the rate of

escapement was higher on the latter day at lower turbidity values.

6 DISCUSSION

Details of spawn ~purts, encountered at the various centres,

in regard to their quantity and quality and inter-relations between

spawn availability a'nd hydrographic aI, meteorological ':\ndbiotic

factors have been elucidated in the foregoing pages under Section 5.
Of the various centres investigated, only Sopari on R. Banas yielded

very high quality (B1 .5% major carps) spawn in sizable quantities,

while Salempur on the Gomti also yielded appreciable quantities of

desirable spawn with a moderately good percentage (26.4%) of major

carps. Both' these centres can be commercially exploitod to good

advantage. The findings in regard to the Sopari centre 8re highly

significant in that spawn collection was till then unknown in

Rajasthan, where there is an acute shortage of fish seed and a large

extent of water areas is lying unutilized for fish culture.

Even thDu~h in terms of quantity the spawn yield at Dingrahaghat

on the Mahananda was not very significant, it is noteworthy that the

major carp contsntin the catches Was as high as 94% and consisisted
wholly of rohu. Further, as pointed out earlier, Purnea district
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forms one of the deficit are2S in North Bihar, and the present

finding should go G long way towards aChieving r3gional self

sufficiency. The spawn production in the area could be enhanced

by prohibiting the fishing of adult fishes in the stretch of the

river between Mouzabarighat and Labha.At present only rohu seems
to breed in the stretch between OingrahQghat and Mouzabarighat. It

is suggested that this could bs enriched by the stocking of finger

lings of other major carps in this region.

In terms of quantity alone, Nethla on the Yamuna yielded an

appreciably greater quantity of spawn than all the other centres,
but the seasonal index of quality, as revealed by rearing experiments,

was only 7.0%. H~wev8r, Spawn analyses had revealed a higher percen
tage of major carps (10.0-36.3%) in the various spurts, with an

overall ~ver3g~ of 21.8%. The lo~er percentage obtained in rearing

experim'ents could be partly.due to the fact that samples fromsll the
spu'rt'sWere reared together in the same nursery, and partly due to the
possibility of having classified the spawn of some of the little known

minor carps as that of major carps in spawn analyses. In the season's

overall catch, the minor carps constituted as much as 86.4% and since

some of theSe species, such as .h.. bata and £. reba, are cultured in
uttar Pradesh, this centre appears to be worth exploiting. Apatt

from this, the quantity of major carps obtainable at this centre is

also not insignificant, in view of the very heavy Spawn catches at the
centre.

Spawn collection at Dhormapuri on the Godavari was-statal

failure during the yeQr. ThIs ~ould be attributed to : (i) the
exceptionally high rate of rise in the second f!80d (27 em per hour

for the last 24 hours), which must have adversely affected the

breeding opportunities, (ii) the vacillation of the water.level around

a very high level of 7 m during the ~eceding phase of flood II' for an

inordinately long period, which myght have served to· disturb and

disperse the Spawn flow, and (iii) the lcirge icale com~ercial fishing

in recent years, which might have considerably reduced the breeder

stock and impaired recruitment.

While the quantity of spawn collected at ~ulittalai on the
Cauvery was not very appre.ciable, its· quality was·fairly high in

, having an overall major carp content of 50.6%, 8S· rf'!vealed by l1earing.
The comparatively low magnitude of the catch may be attributed to the

low density bree.der popul-,tion. ' In the entire prospected stretch,

deep pciols exist only in thQ reservoirs adjoining the Jedarpalayamand
Mayanu~ bed rBgulatorsand the Grand Anicut. -In order to ensure better

spawn yield, it is highly imperative to enforce ne98ssary restrictions

on fiShing in these reservoirs()nd .to.stocl< them ,heavily for a few
years with yearlings of major carps, The increasing population ,of

tilapia in the river may also be having an adve~se effect on the major
carp populations.

The seasonal indices of desirable spawn quantity and quality for

the various investigated centres,ar~,9iven_in T,abJe.20.
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Table 20

Seasonal indices of spawn quantity and quality

at various sites investigated in 1967

Name of centreName of ri ver
I I ,

I nd eX 0 f spaGln
quantity (in ml)

Index of spawn

quality, based

on nursery rea

ring. (% of major
carps)

Yamuna
Nethla6,006.17.0

Gomti

Salempur1,373.626.[.

Banas

Sopari1 ,801 • 081 .5

Mahananda

Dingrahaghat251.094.0

Goda va ri

DharmapurNilNil

Cauvery

Kuli ttalai12550.6

7

St3te

spawn
below

TRAINING OF STATE GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL AND LOCAL FISHERMEN

Details of various categories of personnel, other than the

participants, who underwent training in the techniques of

prospecting investigations in the various states are given
in Table 21.

Table 21

state-wise details of porsonnel trained in spawn

collection techniques

S t a t e State Government personnel
Technical fishermen and

porsrrnnel other fidld staff

Private

personnel

uttar Pradesh 156

Rajasthan

2122

Andhr a Pradesh

44

Madras

1 043
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8 SUMMARY

i).

11)

iii)

iv)

v)

During 1967, spawDprospecting investigations Were carried
out alon~ six riveri~e stretches in the country, one each

of the Yamuna (U.P.), Gdmti (U.P.), Banas (Rajasthan),

Mahananda(Bihar), Gbdavari (Andhra Pradesh) and Cauvety

(Madras).

Based on an exten~ive pre-monsoon survey of the above

stretches', six sites were-selected for detailep investi

gations, viz. Nethla on R. Yamuna, Salempur on R. Gomti,

Sopari (Tonk) on R. Banas, Dingrahaghat on R. Mahananda,

Dharmapuri on R. Godavari and Kulittalai on R. Cauvery.

At all the sites~ round-the-clock obServations were made

every two hours or four hours, depending on the ma gni tude
of spawn occurrence, on the quantity and quality of spawn

and sp~~n associates collected .in each net, the positional

identity 6f each net, floo~ level, air and water tempera
tures and weather conditiuns. Current velocity and

turbidity were also similarly recorded, but only between
6 and 18 hours.

At the beginning of each spawn spurt, the spot of maximum

spawn concentration Was determined through trial netting

at all suitable spots, and tho full battery of nets operated

at the selected spot.

At Nethla on the Yamuna, 9 spawn spurts were recorded,

yielding in all .23,591 ml and 8,742 ml of desirable and

undesirable sp~wn respectively. Fl60d I yielded 80.4% of

the sea80nts total spawn catch and accounted for 93.2% of the

season's de8ira~le spawn catch. Spurt 1, which ~as the most
productive, contributed to 62.6% of the total spawn catch.

The seasonal indices of spawnqGantity and quality for the

sita were estimated to bo 6,006.1ml and 7.0% respeotively.

A total of 7,083 ml of spawn~ 6,848 ml of which wore desir

able, was collected at Salempur on tho Gbmti in two spurts
during the II and III flood respectively. The two spurts

contribu~ed more or less 8~ually to the desirable spawn
catch at the centre. Thb seasonal indices of ~~awn quantity

and quality ~8~e found to be 1,373.6 ml and 26.4% respec

tively. State nots of 4 sizes operated at this centre Were
found to .b~ inferior to the~tandard net, while some of
large-sized research nets Were found to be more efficient
than the standard not.
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vi) 8,765 ml of spawn, all desirable, were colloctod in four

spurts at Sopari on R. Banas. furthor, 980 ml of desir

ablo oggs wero also collectod. The third spurt yielded

7,878 ml of spswn, forming 90.1% of the season's total
catch at the site •. Tho indicos of spawn quantity and

quality were estimated to bo 1,801.0 ml and 81.5% re~pec-

tively. Research nets mado from ~ yds, 7yds and g ydsof

V8" mashed netting Were found to be loss efficient than
tho standard net, while tho rate of escalDement from V8"

meshed netting Was found to rango from 28-37.5% over a

turbidity range of 375-700 ppm and current velocities
around 1.5 km/hr •.

41 ',

vii)

viii )

ix)

502 ml of desirable spawn in one spurt, 2,010 ml of desir

able eggs in tho ono spurt and 605 ml of desirable fry in
2 spurts, were collected at Dingrahoghat on the Mahananda.
The undesirable seed collected amounted to only 4 ml of

spawn and 2,205 ml of fry. All the desirable seed catches

had very high major car~ content. The seasonal indices of

spawn quantity and quality for the centre wore estimated/
to be 251.d ml and 94~O% respec~ively. The major carp

contents in tho ogg and fry spurts, as revealed by rearing,

were 85.8% and 69% respobtively. Ro~uwas the only major

carp in all the catches •.

Practically no spawn Was a'!ailable at Dharmapuri on R •

.Godavari, duo pr6bably to the abnormal flood conditions and
large scale commorcial fiShing.

A total of 1,258 ml of spawn waS collected at Kulittalai
on the Cauvery in 6 spurts and another 107 ml outside tho

spurts .in 1-5 standard nets. Moreover, 2-3 state nets and
5 research nets collected 662 ml and 1,153 ml of spawn reS

pectively. All the spurts occurred in tho rising phasos of
the I and II floods, with the I flood yielding the first 4

spurts. Spurt 1 yieldod 63.3% of the season's total catch

by the standard nets. The total catch of·deiirablespawn

by the standard nets amounted to 497 mI. Tho seasonal

indicos of spawn quantity and quality wore estimated to be

125 ml and 50.6% rospoctively. Most of the spawn occurred

mainly betweon dusk and dawn. Breeding of major carps in

the area appears to bo taking place at night, when tempera

ture is comparatively low. After roplacing thoir tail pieco

with that of the standard not, the Madras state nets proved

at least as efficient as tho stand<J.rd not. 1f8" meshed net

was found to be more efficiont than tho 1f16" meshed net at
this centre.
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x) Of the various sitos invGstigeted, Sopari on R. Banas was

found to be most productive, followed by S6lompur on tho
Gomti, while tho spawn, oggs snd fry obtained ~t Oingrahaghot

on R. Mahanonda, though in limitod quontitios, showed a very

high percontage of major carps, Tho spawn production in R.

Mahananda and in tho Kulittalai stretch of R. Cauvery Can be

enhanced by enforcing suitablo conservation measureS and

stocking of yearlings of major carps. The Nethla stretch of

R. Yamuna may also be exploited to advantage, in view of the

very heavy spawn catcheS obtaining thore, containing 0 large

proportion of cultivable minor carps and not too insigni

ficant quantity of major carps as well.

xi) 17 technical personnel and 25 field staff of the concerned

State Governments ond 11 private personnel Were troined in

the techniques of Spawn collection and transport.
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